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New England Fruit Show.

AMONG THE FABMEBS.

The time has come for the fruit interests of New England to take a hand
and urge upon the growers the necessity
lYrma Moderate.
of producing better fruit and placing it
upon the market in an up-to-aate conCorresponde!»· oa practical agricultural topic
L. BUCK.
la «ollclted.
AJdrese all commnnloatlona la
dition. The limit, due to indifference
tended for this department to Ηκκκτ D
has been reached, and if we would sucSurgeon Dentist,
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ceed, like some of the far western states
ocrat, Parle. Me.
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
we must awake from our Rip Van Winkle sleep and get into the prooession
AU my best work warranted.
Aroostook Potato Methods.
that has started a campaign for rnral
betterment. Better fruit and more of it
H. P. JONES,
BY must follow in the wake of purer food
DEMONSTRATED
THEIR
WISDOM
laws. This will affect every man, woDentist,
GOOD RESULTS.
man and child· in the state.
The old
MAINS.
NORWAY,
saying "Two apples a day keeps the
tbat possibly tbe doctor away," should apply to every
I aui reminded
Office Hoar·—9 to 13—1 to 4.
Aroostook method of growing potatoes, New Eogland home. A step in the
extended
which dow has
practically all right direction was taken when the
r. SMITH,
over Maine, may bave a value to Tribune "New England Fruit Show" was orThat this method ganized in Boston with the following
Farmer readers.
Attorney at Law,
works well outside of the county where officers: President, J. Lewis Ellsworth,
MAINE.
NORWAY,
it originated is abundantly proved by Boston, Mass. ; secretary, Wilfred WheelCollections a Specialty tbe successes scored
Home Block.
by former Aroos- er, Concord, Maes.; first vice-president,
took farmers and their imitators where- Win. P. Rich, Boston; vice-presidents of
A PARK.
ever the plan has been tried elsewhere. the several states:
Maine, E. F. HitchGood potato soil is a soil borderiog on ing»; New Hampshire, E. D. Sanderson;
Attorneys at Law,
a clay loam, one reasonably full of or- Vermont, G. W. Perry; Massachusetts,
MAINE.
BETHEL,
ganic matter and well drained. This Λ. A. Hixon; Rhode Island, R. M.
Park
Kl'.erv C.
A'Ullsoc E. Herrluk.
description holds good in any section of Bogen; Connecticut, C. L. Qold.
Each of the New England states has
country where potatoes are grown.
The Aroostook potato grower, as a completed its organization and is ready
&
J. H.
rule, practices a three or four year rota- for active business, of which much has
tion, as follow»: First potatoes, fertil- already been done.
CIVIL ENQINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
ized with commercial fertilizers or parOn Wednesday, April 14th, a meeting
36 High Street, South Parte, Maine.
tially with stable manure; then oats, was called of those interested in fruit
Telephone 1111.'.
wheat or barley, laud seeded to grass growing in Maine. The following were
and clover; then one or two years' cut of present: E. F. Hitchings, Waterville;
.Map· anil Plan· made to order.
Μ λ (id of the timber Ian· Is and pocket map» of the clover and the aftermath ploughed Will E. Leland, Sangerville; Dr. Geo. M.
down for the succeeding potato crop, Twitcheil, L. C. Bateman and R. D.
ea h county for sale.
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
which b»gios the second series in the Leavitt, Auburn; R. L. Cummings, West
rotation. Land is usually broken in the Paris; John W. True, New Gloucester;
fall; often ploughing begins during the Geo. W. Brown, Hartford; Arthur B.
dull days of haying. Land is ploughed Briggs, Canton; Or. E. P. Turner, New
from six to eight inches deep. Then, as Vineyard; J. A. Roberts, Norway; D. H.
in the spring as possible, it is fitted Enowlton, Farmington; E. L. White,
early
Me.
14 Main St.,
with disk and spring tooth for tbe crop. Bowdoinham; W. J. Ricker, Turner;
This fitting is usually very thorough, Chas. S. Pope, Manchester; F. H. Morse,
leaving tbe sod finely cut to the furrow Waterford.
bottom and the laud in good tilth. The
The state officers are as follows:
planting is always done with a horse President, Prof. E. F. Hitchings, Waterplanter, and in rows about thirty-four ville; secretary, Prof. V. R. Gardner,
inches apart, with the hills from eleven Orono; treasurer, W. J. Ricker, Turner;
to seventeen inches, using not less than member of Ν. E. Premium Committee,
twelve bushels of seed. Tbe fertilizer F.-H. Morse, Waterford.
is usually applied at the rate of about
The meeting held in Auburn was a
Lead j one
A! Kinds of
ton to the acre, one-half or one-third most enthusiastic one and much busithe
remainder
ness was done that will be productive of
and Iron.
put on at time of planting,
when the potatoes are three or four good along lines of better fruit for
inches high, by using the planter with Maine. A committee of sixteen was
T«l«phon· 134-11.
plough and coverers removed, thus elected, consisting of one member from
strewing the fertilizer in a thin stream each of the counties as follows: AnJ. WALDO
After the dioscoggin County, G. M. Twitcheil,
on each side of the row.
planting comes the cultivating. This Auburn; Aroostook County, Edward
may begin before tbe potatoes are up, Tarr, Mapleton; Cumberland County,
seen by the John W. True, New Gloucester; Frankas the rows can readily be
lin Couuty, Ε. E. Hardy, Farmington;
ridgee left by the planter.
Masonic
rear
Block,
Temple Street,
Then as soon as tbe potatoes break Hancock County, Wm. Miller. Bar Haris
hoe
horse
the ground, the two horse
bor; Kennebec County, 6. A. Yeatoo,
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
used, covering them again, probably Augusta; Knox County, Alonzo Butler,
This covering serves Union; Lincoln County, H. J. A. Simtwo inches deep.
HOLLISTER'S
the purpose of protecting the tops from mons, Waldoboro; Oxford County, R. L
tbe late frosts and killing what weeds Cummings, West Paris; Penobscot Counmight start in the rows. The potatoes ty, A. A. Eastman, Dexter; Piscataquis
A B jit Medloine for Ba»y People.
come up the second time rank and County, Will E. Leland, Sangerville;
Bricgi Quliea Health and R»newed Vigor.
stocky, like a transplanted tomato Sagodahoc County, E. L. White, BowA -r.vi:lo f.ir C<>ustipatir>n. luilijreRtion. Lire
If there is still danger of weeds, doinham; Somerset
k":·!π··ν Trouble*. Pimple*. Eczema, Impure plant.
County, A. T.
Mû I Breath, Sluggish Bowels, H··»·tach<they may be slightly covered again. If Howes, Palmyra; Waldo County, (to be
l^ckach··. If's Rocky Mountain Tea in ta')·
this is done, the weeder is used later to appointed); Washington County, D. W.
*
Tin. U"> cent» a box.
tienuim· made by
level down the ridgee thus formed. Campbell, Cberryfleld; York County, J.
τ'·.< I)····
Company, Madison. Wis.
From this time on the riding cultivator Merrill Lord, Kezar Falls. E. P. HitchGOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
is kept continually at work until the ings was added to the committee as
time comes for hilling. The second ap- chairman.
The duties of this committee shall be
plication of fertilizer has been made,
and the horse hoe now comes iu for tbe to arouse an interest, to secure pledges
finishing touch, tbe ridging or hilling. of support from Pomona and suborThe Aroostook farmer makes these ridg- dinate «ranges as well as individuals, to
es somewhat narrow, for two reasons— secure pledgee of exhibits, to begin an
first, tbe rows are near together; second organization of the several counties for
the digger works* better in a narrow the purpose of making a thorough fruit
ridge.
survey and census of the state, and to
mis is co-operato with the other officials in any
Noit id order is toe sprayiug.
donc as a protection against the beetle way possible to promote the success of
Fruit Show and
and as an insurance against the blight.
fruU industry of the
Bordeaux mixture, with Paris green or
·"
arsenate of lead forms the standard state of Maine. It was voted that this
preparation. These are mixed in ac- commutée constitute the finance comcordance to directions that may be ob- mittee of the state.
A committee of five was elected to
tained from any state experiment station, but the work of spraying is always have charge of the premium schedule
done thoroughly. A poor job may be
Premium· for this state,
worse than nothing;a good job may, and also all exhibits entered at the show
South Paris, Maine.
between
Thev shall inspect all
difference
Maine.
from
often does, mean the
This fruit to be entered for exhibition and
success and failure with the crop.
spraying is repeated often enough to shall not allow any but the highest
keep the vines well covered, including grade of fruit to be displayed. This
the uew leaves as tboy appear. It must commutée consisted of the following:
J· W· T">e, Ε L.
be done oftener, of course, in a rainy
season and when showers are frequent
Cummings, W. E. Leland.
ii quickly absorbed.
than when there is little rain. Aroos- Mr. F. H. Morse was added to this comGives Relief at Once.
took farmers learned years ago that it is mittee (ex officio).
The following petition was drawn np
It cleanses, soothes,
in the rainy seasons that there is most
and signed by those preseut:
heals and protects
danger of blight.
horse
"To the Executive Committee of tbe
tlio diseased memThe diggiug is done with tho
I
brane resulting from
Maine Mate Grange:
diggers, so it will be seen that the horse
Brothers:—In our efforts to quicken
Catarrh and drives
is the potato grower's constant comH\v;iy a Cold in the
panion all through the season. As the interest m fruit culture, the hour has
Head quickly.
digging begins barrels are scattered over arrived when the value and quality of
rrwrp
Γ L* til the held, pickers empty their haud Maine apples must be pressed upon pubstores the Senses of ΠΗ I
Tsiste and Smell. Full size 50 et»., at Drug- baskets into them. Then, as they are ic attention, aud to do that we muet
gists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 75 cents. tilled, the team gathers them up. A operate in the proposed New England
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. low wagon is used for this purpose, and fruit exhibition in Boston, October 19-84
one man will readily load the barrels by To accomplish this liberal prizes must
tilting them. They are usually drawn be offered on Maine exhibits, and we reE. W. (
to a potato house and dumped, to be spectfully ask your committee to appromarketed later.
priate one hundred dollars to be ueed
So far as I know, no serious trouble specifically for grange exhibits. That
has ever arisen from the scab, and if this you may be relieved from future
ever comes it will only be through care- ciem by the State Grange, we pledge the
1 will furnUh DOORS and WINDOWS of any lessly planting infected seed or by grow- payment of the sum appropriated to the
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.
ing potatoes continually on the same treasurer of the State Grange if that
land. Potato machinery found on an body declines to sanction the appro'n *** way 9aeet,°e« your
Aroostook farm may be enumerated as
cultivator,
follows:
Plauter, riding
weedand
ask this solely for the
We do this
horse hoe, sprayer, and possibly a
If tn urn of any kind of Finish for Inside οι
er and a digger. This in addition, of reason that tbe positive influence of the
Lum
Pine
ordors.
In
Ouulde work, aend
your
im- State Grange may be set directly in supcourse, to the usual ploughs, tillage
ber »n t shln«ie« on band Cheap tor Cash.
plements and carts. These exclusive port of this movement for
tbe orchards,
potato implements will cost not far from the industry increasing
and Job Work $300.
The set will care for at least fifty stimulating the steps necessary for the
acres yearly. They are all fairly durable production of the best fruit possible and
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
and witn good care will last many years. giving the state of Maine the reputation
It seems a little singular that a new which rightfully belongs to it in the
E. W. CHANDLER,
country should create a system of crop markets of tbe world.
Ma've
May we not have the favor of an early
growing in a few years, then force it
West Sumner,
upon the farmers in the older sections, reply to this petition."
Assuming that the executive combut this is true of Aroostook potato
growing. While by the soil and the cli- mittee would comply with this request
mate they were well prepared for the the premium committee presented the
business, they were by nature's forces following partial list:
Voted, that the state exhibit shall be
obliged to grow potatoes or nothing.
Too far north for corn growing or for displayed in the standard bushel box.
CLASS I.
many of the standard varieties of apples,
The following varieties of apples were
too wise to sell hay as a money crop, their
foreI for the following
their
under
Class
necessities, their pluck and
placed
McinLook for
sight have made them an example for premiums: Varieties, Wealthy,
tosh Red Baldwin, Spy, King, Graventhe potato growing world to imitate
When you are troubled with your
B. Walker McKeen in Tribune Farmer. stem, R I Greening, Bon Davie. Pre.
eye·. Uave your eyes examined
by OR. PARMKNTER.
miums, $10 for 1st; |6for2d; »4for3d,
Ο ρ tic I kb and Specialist
on each of the above named varieties.
Tonic.
A
Sheep
Come here. Consult me.
ClaM on barrel fruit shall consist only
Maine.
A mixture of copperas, sulphur and of Baldwins and Spys, and tbe followNorway,
one
GET THE 8HUR-ON.
for
tonic
a
makes
salt
sheep;
good
ng premiums shall be offered: $50 for
which many no doubt will need at this 1st; «30 for 2d; |20 for 3d, on each of
It tends to purify the two varieties.
season of the year.
the blood and to help the animal in its
OBANQB EXHIBITS.
tight against worms and other troubleState Grange Premium.
About six parts of salt
some parasites.
The following premiums are offered
15 veirs expert Watchto one each of copperas or sulphur make
the State Grange for Pomona exhibits:
by
is
maker with
this
If
kept Best
the right proportion.
county exhibit, |50; 2d, 130; 3d,
the
inside
the
sheep,
Kennard & Co , Boston. constantly before
520. These are for boxed fruit (bushel)
reach
cannot
it,
moisture
barn, where
and oach Pomona is limited to 50 boxes.
will unthey will eat freely of it, and
V oted, That the Pomona premiums to
All Work
It
it.
benefited
be
by
greatly
doubtedly
the subordinate grange shall consist of
Quaranteed.
seems to tone up their condition gentwo, viz.: $15 for 1st and $10 for 2d.
erally.
This exhibit shall be included In the
was beard the other day
A
controversy
above grange space.
A little out of the way
as to the value of sulphur, one speaker
Voted, That each subordinate grange
but it pays to walk.
on
asserting that sheep that were fed
in the above Pomona exhibit
represented
with
troubled
this substance were not
of $10. To the inGEMS, WATCHES. CLOCKS ticks. There is certainly some room for shall offer a premium
dividual exhibiting the best box shall be I
be
to
AMD JEWELRY.
is
It
scarcely
doubt on this point.
awarded a flO prize. Tbe remainingthought that jnough sulphur would ex- money appropriated shall constitute a
With Dr. Parmentcr, Norway, Maine.
make
to
animal's
the
ude through
pores
prefund foi the payment of ofcher state r
it uncomfortable for tho ticks. Hew- m'ums.
that
known
copis
well
sulphur,
it
name
to
ever,
Each county shall be allowed
a good
peras and salt combined make
tbe variety of apple for that county.
tonic for sheep, one that builds up and
We trust that every patriotic citizen
™«
an
purifiée their blood and makes them of the state (and who is not) will take
invasion.—
more resistant to parasitic
hold of this far reaching movement and
D. A. Gummitz In Farm, Stock and lend a band by voluntary contributions
w,w
Home.
to help bear the expense of this state
exhibit. Take pride in your own state
exhibit
The most important quality in the and add your mite to make this
is milk one ihat will do credit to our good old
ewe, as with the dairy animal,
our
Remember
Pine Tree. State."
production. If the ewe is a light or inferior milker, it is almost impossible to I motto.
We need funds at once to carry on this
produce a good, growthy, fat lamb.no'
bow work. More than f1,000 is represented
matter how much feed is given or
un ALL THROAT AMD LUHOTROUBLES.
named premiums, and the
good the qnality and carefnl the feeding in the above
GUARANTEED satisfactory and care may be. The range ewe of expense involved therein. Do not wait
of to be solicited but show your colors, of
or xomrr bbtuxdsx
large size and rugged constitution,
of
Merino or mixed blood, is almost certain true blue, at once. The governors
feeder her- the New England states are deeply ina
be
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reucgade, the devil

wrote all
that dime novel nonsense about the
man who stood by him to—well, not
the very last, fer Dick has managed
Probably
somehow to pull through.
he wuz saved by the rurales that

you away from me. the man that wux
last with Dick, an* so may get on to
Jack's game an' block it."

I
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the association.

\

no

consignee

was

the fact that the amount tallied exact.
with the sum Pay.cn was expecting caused him to conclude It was
AcDick's repayment of his loan.
cordingly he Informed McKee that the
they were awaiting had arrived.
bad grown up as a settle,
meut about a spring of water some
time before the advent of the railroad.
the Hue got Into trouble
with the Inhabitants and in revenge

|y

disappointed.

one and the station a deserted
Bpot between tralus.
ι
Eastward and westward the single |
to
shimmer-,
drifted
of
railroad
track
To the
lug points on the horlton
south dreary wastes of sand glistening
white under the burnished sun and
crowned with clumps of grayish
eagebrush stretched to an enclrcli g
Cacti and yucca palme
rim of hills.
broke the monotony of the roll of the

isolated

telegraph sound-

cruzy men.

hard earned money."
"But Dick borrowed the three thou-

sand of Jack," objected Bud.
"Well, the dollar» he borrowed have
all gone, hain't they? And the money
he's sendin' back Dick dug out uv the

by hard work, didn't he?
Leastawayu, Psyson hadn't ort to use
It
the money to rope in Dick'e girl.
ort to be kep' from him, anyhow, till
Dick comes on the ground his own self.
ground

That'd hold up the weddln', all right,
if I know Josephine. It'd be easy to
steer her into refusln' to let Echo go
Into a mortgiged home."
Simple minded Bud readily accepted
the wily half breed's explanations and
surmises and fell Into the trap he was
preparing. This waa to hold up the
express agent and rob him of the mon·

ey Paysou was expecting, on securing
which it was McKee'* intention to flee
the couutry before Dick Lane returned
To ascertaia Ju#t
to denounce him.
when the money came into the agent*·
hands and to act a· a cover in the robbery itself an accomplice was needed.

marry."

At that moment the sounder of the

telegraph began clicking the call of

the station. Terrill whirled ubout in
his swivel chair and faced the tabic.
McKee stood close behind him. His
lips twitched nervously. His eyes narrowed as he watched every movement
of the agent's big shoulders as he operated the key. At the same time the
half breed drew his revolver and covered the back of Ten-ill's head.
The agent completed his message
and turned to contiuue his Interrupted
He found himself g«izconversation.
Ing Into the muzzle of a 44—big. it

by

For this purpose so maa la «11 the
Sweetwater region was better adapted
than Bud Lane. Frank and friendly
with every ene, he would be trusted
by the most suspicious and cautious
official in Pinal county. The fact that
he had chosen Buck McKee as an associate had already gone far to rehabilitate this former "bad man" In
the good graces of the community.
Under cover of this friendship McKee
hoped to escape suspicion of any kind

thirteen Inch gun. "Why
—what?" he stammered.
"I'm actln' Jes' now as Sliui's deppity," said McKee. "Unbutton an'

seemed,

|

as a

han' that money over."
Once having his victim In his power,
all the innate cruelty of the Indian
blood of his maternal ancestors Hashed to the surface. Terrill was at his
mercy. For one desperate moment he
would play with him, even torture him
is his forefathers had once made miserable the last moments of a captive.
He knew that unless h· eilenced Terrill his life must pay the forfeit.
Death was the penalty of detection
The arm of the express company was
long. Ultimate capture was certain.
11 V\ IV7I Ι

Pursued out of Arizona by the sheriff,
lie would be trailed through every
camp und town lu tbe far west.
With an oath, Terrill tried to rise ami
face bis nutagouist, reaching for bis
revolver as he did so. The butt of his
weapon had caught in tbe arui of bis
shulr, bumpering his movements.
McKee threw him roughly back into

In the homicide he contemplated.
For It was murder—foul, unprovoked
murder—that was In the black soul of
He Intended to Inthe half breed.
criminate ΒΛ so deeply as to put It
beyond all thought that he would confess.

Young I.ane, passionately loyal to his
brother, was ready for anything that
would delay Payson's marriage to
Echo Allen. Together with the wild
joy that spraug up In hla heart at the
thought that his brother was alive
was iutwiued u violent hatred pgainst
his former employer. In the fierce tur-

bulente within his soul, generated by
the meeting of these great emotions,
he was impelled to enter upon a mad
debauch, In which McKee abetted and
joined him.
Filling up on bad whisky, they rode
through the streets of Floreuce yelling and shooting their guns like
It was while they were
craz.v men.
engaged In this spectacular exhibition
of horsemanship, gun play and vocalization that Bud's sweetheart rod* Into
town to execute some commissions In
preparation far Echo Allen's wedding.
Already "blue" over the thought that
her own wedding was far in the dim
future, poor Polly was cast tnto the
depths of despair and disgust by the
drunken riot In which her prospective
husband was Indulging with ber particular aversiou, the cruel, calf tortur·

age from K. C.. but It wasn't money
It was a purty gilt chair—a weddin
present fer the gul he's golu' to

Two

nun

In tingle flic, each leading a
hone.

Mc-K.ee emerged tlrst from tue moutn
He wore a coarse flanof tbe draw.
nel shirt, loosened nt tbe throat About
his ueck was a handkerchief. His rid·
lug overalls were tucked into high
boots with Spanish heels and long
▲ Mexican hat with a bead
spurs.
band topped α bead covered with
coarse black hair, which be inherited
from his Cherokee mother.
Save for the vulture floating high In
air uot a living thing was In sight
With the caution of a eoyote McKee
crept to the station door and peered
blluklngly through the open door Into
the room. The change from the dassling light without to the shaded Interior blinded him for a moment He
beard the heavy breathing of the sleeper before be uw him.
Returning to tbe mouth of the arroyo, McKee motioned to bis companion to bring out tbe horses. When this
was done tbe two men cinched the saddles and uiude every prepurutlou for
Lnne and the horses
sudden flight.
remained outside the station behind a
freight car on a siding, while McKee

tbe chair.
"Throw up yer bau's!" he cried.
"Don't try that!"
Up went Terriil's hands high over
his head. He faced the open window.
Not a sign of help was in sight
Quickly the agent turned over in his
mind various schemes to foil McKee,
who now stood behind him with tbe
muzzle of bis revolver pressing into
tbe middle of bis back. Each was rejected before half conceived.

McKee luugbed sneerlngly, saying,
"You oughtn't to be so keerless to
show whar you cache yer roll."
Terrill made no reply. His hope of

escape was slowly fading.
McKee had reached his left band
over bis prisoner's shoulder to disarm
Terrill, who moved slightly away from
hLm, drawing in his feet as iie did so.
He
One cbauce bad come to him.
knew that If he failed death was certain, yet he determined to take tbe
risk In order to retrieve the slip he had
made in admitting that be had money
in his possession to a gambling crony,
and so to keep clean his record for
trustiness, of which be was so proud.
This last desperate resource was an
old wrestler's trick -one with which he
bad conquered others in the rough
games of the corral.
Again Terrill moved to the rigbt and
farther under McKee, who had to ·χ·
tend his arm and body far beyond an
upright position. Holding his revolver

Terrill handicapped the half
breed In his movements.
With a ouick turn Terrill arasDed

against

ran

when on the ground.
They greeted Allen with hearty en
!
:< I
thuslasm, slapping him οι»
poking him In the ribs and \vi.
him from one to the other with cric.,
of "Ilowdy, I'ncle Jim?"
!
"Howdy, Sagebrush? IIcllo, Ft
(.'!.! ί ■
Waltz right in. Show I.o\v
see you all!" tried Allen as lie in h:;"i
brought his hand down with ringlnr
slaps upon shoulder and back.
Meantime Parenthesis hopped about

graceful

■

"Dead broke."
come off!
Everybody knows
yer a walkiu' bank. Bet you got three
thousan' In that Inside pocket uv
youni this minute."
Terrill started at McKee's namiug
the exact amount he was carrying. He
forgot his customary caution In Ills

α cleervoynnt, Buck." said Terrill triumphantly. "You guessed oncet too
often. The three thousnn' Is county
money, consigned to Sheriff Hoover
Jack Vavson has Jes' 1er with a pack-

lajest

The cowstiffly, toeing slightly Inward
Long hours In the saddle made tlicm
apparently awkward and really uu-

"Aw,

—

Tloorny!"

"This ain't no New York Idea, where
the bride an* κ room hits the life trail
in u hired hat k!-' cri< d Fresno.
,\Γ. "..V, feeliugj apparently were not
yet fi'.!ly foothed. Turning to Sagebru !». lie said: "Wheels don't go In iny
family. Why. her ma an' me were

married on ho«sba«-k. The preacher
had to make a hurry job of It, but It
took."
'•ITU- h. now," was Parenthesis' awed
comment.
"For her pop was a-chasln' us an'
kept It up for twenty miles after the

Sagebrush.

boys

rill.

'fore I c'u'd
How do you do it.

Immensely.
Slapping one another on the back
and nodding their heads In approbation. they shouted: "That's the ticket!

corral.
"Hunt leather, l'resno, or he'll buck
you clean over the wall!" shouted

and seamed by exposure.

nie another
chance at you. Buck. Yer goin' away
with too much o' my money."
"Well, ole tuan, I'm likely to rob
you uv a lot more et you hain't keerful." answered McKee.
"You can't Jest ylt awhile." said Ter-

cy:irds

a

horse's deviltry.
His predicament aroused wild shouts
of mirth and sallies of the wit of the

after," he had said.
Show Low's chaps were conspicuously new, and his movement", were
heralded by the cracking of unsoftoned leather.
Last of the band was Parenthesis,
short, bowlegged, with a face tanned

with

Buck?"
McKee gave a siuile of cunning, inscrutable superiority. "Oh. it's Jes* a
'Keen sabby.' as the
power I huve.
know
greasers say-I'ni keen on the
how. Why. I kin tell ycu more about
the money. It's fer Jack Payson
"Now, there's whar yer way off as

news of the world. But there was a
dearth of thrilling events such as his
The Apache
ru.le soul delighted to.
uprising that was feared bad not takeu
place. Colonel Hardie of l ort Grant
had the situation well In hand, lue
c'.ar
nihilists were giving their
No new prizefighter
a breathing spell.
had arisen to wrest the championship
of the world from John L. Sullivan who
had put all his old rivals "to sleep.
"Ole Man" Terrlll proceeded to follow
He had been up lute
their example.
the night before at a poker game. His
head fell forward with a jerk. Aroused

the shock, he glanced drowsilj
Heat waves danced beabout him.
fore the open window.
Deep 8,,«ce
hung over his little world. Again his
eyelids closed, his bead dropped, and
slowly he slipped into sleep.
Tragedy was approaching him now,
but not along the wire. Down an arrovo, or "draw" (the dry bed of a water course), that wound In a detour
around the town of Florence and debouched Into the open plain near the
station, crept two men In «Ingle.
eac h leading a horse. They were Buck
McKee and Bud Lane, who bad ridden
north from the town that morning with
the declared purpose of going to Buck a
old ranch, the Lazy K. They had circled about the town, timing their arrival at the station a little after the departure of the train which was expected to bring Dick Lane's money.

even

materials tbat could not ne pacKtd on
horse.
"They ain't tisln' any wagon!" he
fairly shouted. "They're goln' away
In the leather."
The Idea of carrying out the traditions of the horse In Pinal county even
to a wedding Journey tickled the boye

on, boys. Make this your borne. Everything goes, and the Sweetwater outlit
fc always welcome."
The foreman was the first to pull up
In front of the house. "Hello, Uncle
Jim!" he cried.
"Hello, Sagebrush!" answered the
colonel, a broad smile illuminating bis
face. Holding his pipe in one band, he
licked hie lips at the thought of "llckertng up" without the invention of an
excuse for bis wife. Then be Joined iu
a hearty laugh with the men about the
corral as be beard the grunts and
etampiug of a plunging mustang. Λ
cow pony bad entered Into the spirit of
the occasion and was trying to toss his
rider over his head.
Fresno, one of the Sweetwater's
cowpuncbers, was the victim of the

"Grab his tall!" yelled Show Low,
with a whoop.
"All over," was the chorus as Fresstained.
no, with a vicious Jab of his spurs and
Carefully avoiding the fast forming a Jerk of the head, brought the anipool of blood which was oozing from mal into subjection.
the hole in the dead man's head, he
"Come right In, boys," called Allen.
hurried to tbe door.
"Let the greasers take the horses."
A glance showed blm the coast was
With shrill shouts, whoops and much
clear. Running across tbe tracks, be laughter the guests crowded ab..ut
joiucd Lane, wbd was waiting for blm the ranchman.
behind the freight car with impatience.
Each wore his holiday clothes. New
handkerchiefs were knotted about
Fresno had stuc!: little
their necks.
American flags In the band of his It it
the crown of which he had removed
"I want head room for the raoruln'

poker, remonstrated.
"You ought to give

throw!»' down ver
even with you.

day. having arrived and departed
half hour before, and he had cut in
Oil the line to regale himself with the

"Game! What game?" asked Bud,
bewildered.
"Why. you told me It yerself—to
tuarry Dick's girl an' live on Dick'·

the clutches of the (taperate express
agent

his pocket a
pers and deftly rolliug a butterfly cigarette. "Goln' to shake It before I lose
It's me fer the Lazy K.
my "pile.
Dropped iu to say goodby."
Terrill, who LiJ* recently had an
expensive seance with McKee at

git

each

lll>c

"Ole Man" Terrill was of the watchWhether warned by the
instinct of his kind or wakened by
the scent of McKee's bear grease, he
suddenly opened his eyes. Like all
men accustomed to emergencies, he
was instantly in full possession of his
wits, yet he pretended to be slightly
confused in order to get a grasp upon
the situation before greeting his vis-

dog breed.

surprise. "Well, you did Jes' hit it,
believe yer half
shore enough. I
gypsy lustid o' half IuJun. Jes' like
ο
a
yer knowin' I stood pat on four
kind when you bad acee full an

α

their gum

down

the
from
bag of tobacco and pa-

chattered and chirruped. "Ole Mae
Terrlll was at the Instrument His <Mties were over for the forenoon, the
eastbouud express, which, with the
westbound, composed the °°ly tral°"
that traversed that section of the road

yelling and shooting

It

game," replied McKee, pulling

!

a

Some men are born Into the world
to become Its watchdogs^ others to
become its wolves. The presence of a
human wolf Is, as It were, scented by
the human watchdog even when the
dog is asleep. McKee was known Instinctively as a man-wolf to the born
guardians of society. Slim Hoover,
himself a high type of the man mastiff, used «to say of the half breed:
"I can smell that b'ar grease he slicks
his hair with agin the wind. He may
be out o' sight an' out o' mind, when
soinethln' tells me 'McKee's around.'
Then 1 smell b'ar grease, an' the next
thing Bueky shows up with his ingrasheatin' grin. It's alius 'grease
before meet,' as the sky pilot would

"Buetin' or busted?"
"Well. I'm about

ÎSders £

w\thïn the station

Jerking

say."

the

In his chair that he might reach his
weapon moi* readily in an emergency.

ïïorenfe

arin,

His feet had left the floor and h·
was swinging in the air before bis
finger pressed the trigger.
There was a muffled report.
The two men fell in a heap on tb·
floor, McKee on top. Dated and shaken, McKee scrambled to bis feet The
air was pungent with odor of powdet
•moke. Terrill rolled over on bis side,
He
trembled convulsively and died.
bad paid the penalty for a moment'·
indiscretion with his life.
McKee quickly uufastened the pin
and seised the roll of bills. Bklamlitg
through the package, be smiled with
satisfaction to see that the most of it
was in small bills and none of them

on

"Howdy, Buck?" he said, adjusting
his revolver as he swung half round

Sme

left

antagonist.

His quickness

itor.

er

Thoroughly
Iuk half breed. McKee.
mcrtlfted. she hIIpikhI out of town by
a Kide street and moodily rode back t<>
Allen Hacienda.
After the debauch was over and th·
merry, mad devil of uervous excite
ment was succeeded by the brooding
demon of nervous depression McKee
broached to Bud the Idea of robbing
a good mother,
to
good
of the money comsilver cups as the express agent
the
offer
will
and
terested
her
to
offspring
ana
imparts
self,
There are also ί ing to Payson. This fell la readily
Inherited
ahe
which
premiums.
sweepstake
rustling qualities
I with the young man's revengeful
and had cultivated into her by a life oo large cash sweepstakes prizes offered by 1
<
mood, «ai he unreservedly placed him-

the range.
AFovbM SOMtà PtrU.

though

trrn^
mentioned,

bv its walls. In the fathomless blue
above a buzaard sailed majestically
down an air current and hovered motionless over the lonely outpoet of cl
U

A. W. Walker & Son's,

co-1

told him he was out of a Job and had
indeed decided, in view of his coin ng
marriage, to give up horse wrang ng
for some vocation of a mor· elevating
So TerrUl let him help
character.
about the station, chiefly in the clerlca
While so engaged Bud ^®arned
work
that a package valued at $3.000 was
A
expectcd upon a certain

plains to the uplands.
Sahuaroe towered over the low eta
tion, which was built In the style of
Hie old Spanish missions. Its red root
flared above the purple shadows cast

the,

^·||Αγ

and

of

located the station half a mile away
ihasln' the band that rounded us
from the spring, thinking new settlers
that
Jack
it's
Payson,
Xo;
Payson.
up.
In this they
come to them.
made up that pack uv lies Jes' to keep I would
The point wa. an
were
wuz

uW ,.EaÇland

SU

importation commun^
tlon-at Florence station. Bud

reau

never

Edgings,

Ely's Cream Balm

and^freight

who tortured pros-

pectors."
"Why. Bud. Dick

Slab Wood,

MSI'· CATARRH

T«"^

It's Dick, yer brother."
"But." stammered Bud, his brain
whirling, "but If that's so you lied
about the Apaches killing hhn—and
you—why, you—must have been the

Cord Wood,

Coal at

.elf under the half breed β
In accordance with these, Bud hung
about the railroad station a great dea
cultivating the friendship of
the agent. "Ole Man" Terrlll, as he
was called, although he was a vigorous specimen of manhood on tbeunderelde of sixty, was Ucket
agent express messenger and telegraph operator—In fact, the «tire tm-

breed concluded to make a bold move
while lie yet retained the confidence of
Bud.
"Bud." he said. "I know the man
who is send In" the money to Payson

Rooky Mountain Tea Nuggets

ï®

<>"*<*·;

CHAPTER IT.
IDING hard Into Florence from
Sweetwater ranch. Bud Lane
hunted up Buck McKee at his
favorite gambling Joint and In
a white heat of indignation Informed
him in detail qf everything that had
passed between Payson -and himself.
At once McKee Inferred that the writer of the letter was none other than
Dick Lane.
Realizing that Payson
was already informed of bis villainy
and that in a very short time Dick
Lane himself would make his appearance on the Sweetwater, the half

McKce's

With Lie
sharply on bis shoulder.
right hand be grasped tb· back of bis
antagonist's neck, pulling bis bead
downward and inward.
Using bis
choulder for a fulcrum, with a mighty
heave of bis legs and back he sought

to toss McKee over bis head.
So surprised for an instant was tb·
cowboy by the suddenness of the at·
tack that be made no effort to «scape

easily reached.

draw in the hour of need and his ac·
curacy of aim made him a formidable

Novelized From Edmund Day's Melodrama

Licensed Taxidermist,

Stove Wood and

stole softly through the opeu dour to
"Ole Mau" Terrlll'e aide.
Now, the agent need as a safe deposit vault hie inside waistcoat pocket,
the lock upon which was a huge safety
pin. For further defense he carried a
revolver, loosely hung at his hip and
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the outer edge of the ring, seeking Mt
entrance.
Failing to reach his ho t.
he crowed, "How de doddle do!" to attract his attention.
Allen broke from the ring. (Jraspin·:
Parenthesis by the hand, he ? id:

"Pin tolerable, thankee. Parenthesis
Where's Jack? Didn't he come over
with you?"
In silence they mounted their horses.
"What—the boss? Ain't he got here
Fur α short distance McKee led the
yet?" asked the foreman. Tali an I
order
lu
railroad
track
the
way upou
lean, with hardened tuiude-J, S.tgeto leave uo hoof prints aud then struck
brush Charley was as lithe as a | ·.:<
across the desert toward the hill· In
ther on horseback. His first toy had
the south.
been a rope with which, as a toddler,
"Why did you shoot?" gasped Lane.
he had pructiccd on the degs and
"He drew on ine," snarled McKee.
chickens about the ranch yard. IJc
"It wasn't Dick's money, but you'll get could not remember wheu he could not
half. Shut up."
ride. Days on the round-up, hours of
The burning sun rose higher and
watching the sleeping herd in t!i.· night
higher. The buzzard dropped lower In watch, had made him quiet and self
the sky. The silence of death brooded contained In his dealings with men.
over the rullrond station.
His eyes looked out fearlessly on the
world. Ail of his life he had handled
CHAPTER V.
cattle.
Dally facing dangers on the
NKNOWN to Bud Lane and long drives or In the corral, he schooled
Buck McKee, who were rioting himself to face emergencies. AcquirIn Florence, Jack Payeon had ing self control, he was trusted aud
hurried up the wedding. Colo- admired. When Lyman, the old forenel Jim had wheedled Josephine into man of the Sweetwater, resigned, Jack
consenting that It should take place Paysou promoted .Sagebrush, although
two months ahead of the time that had next to Bud Lhne he was at the time
been fixed.
"April Is the mouth fer the youngest man in the outfit. lie
fiowers. Josle. an' we'll let you weep made his employer's interests his own.
Tncrt wot a mujjhct report.

all you please."
At the mention of Paysou's uame he alTwo weeks' notice, however, jjave ways became attentive. With a hhade
■cant time for preparation for the Im- of anxiety he awaited Allen's answer.
portant ceremony that Mrs. Allen
"No," replied the ranchman, looking
deemed necessary.
During this pe- from one of his guests to the other.
riod the busiest spot in Arizona was
"Why, he started three hours ahead
An of us!"
the kitchen of Allen Hacienda.
explained Parenthesis.
immense cake, big as a cheese, was
With a challenging note In his tones,
the crowning eiTort of Josephine, who as If his word was disputed, the host
wept copiously at 'the thought of los- answered. "Well, he ain't showed up."
ing her daughter as she measured and
The little group had become silent.
A layer of Arizona was in a
mixed the incredlents.
period of unrest.
frosting an Inch In thickness incrusted Rumors of another Apache uprising
this masterpiece of the art of pastry were
growing stronger each day. Then
making. Topping the creation were Payson was successful and therefore
manikins of a bride aud bridegroom.
despised by less fortunate men ever
This climax of the bridal cake had
eager for a quarrel.
been brought up by wagon from TucAfter a momeut's thought Sageson with more caution than If it
were a month's cleanup of a paj iug
mine. Mrs. Allen permitted no one to r
go near the artistic achievement. Others might look at It from afar, but at
the slightest movement to get close to
It she would push the observer back

with the warning: "Keep yer dirty
fingers off o' It. 'Taln't common lcln ;
that's confectionary."
Enough chickens to feed a dark y
camp meeting were killed for tbe feast.
Fried, roasted, cold or minced as tantale*. the dishes filled ovens and tables and overflowed lato the springhouse. Favorite recipes carried across
the plains by the wives of the argonauts met In rivalry with the dishes
of the cooks of old Mexico.
Colonel Allen wandered aimlessly

about the ranch while the preparations for the feast were In progress.
The women folk drove blm from one
favorite loafing place te another. His
advice was scorned aud his wishes
made a subject for Jests.
Defiantly he had taken full charge
of the liquid refreshments. A friendly barkeeper In Tucson, acting under
his orders, bad shipped to hlaa case·
of champagne, a barrel of beer aad a
siphon of seltzer. Why the seltser he
Later the unnever could explain.
lucky bottle marred the supper and
A gues
nearly caused a tragedy.
picked It up and peered Into the metal
tube to see how "the duroed thing
worked.
As he gazed aud pondered, shaking
the bottle In his effort to solve the
mystery, he pressed the handle. The
stream struck him fairly between the
Shocked, surprised and hair
eyts
blinded, bo pulled bis gun and declared
Immediate war on the "sheep herder
Alwho had put up the Job on him.
len's other supplies were of the kind
taken straight In the southwest and
downed with a hasty gulp.
Driven from the bouse ou the day ol
the wedding, Allen took refuge on the
From behind the hacleuda
piazza.
floated dreamily on the sun drenched
air the muelc of guitar· aud mandolins
plaved by Mexicans, practicing for the
dance which would follow the ceremony.
Tbe colonel dozed and dreamed.
Suddenly the peace of the afternoon

shattered by the wild "ylpylpa" οf
a band of cowboys riding up the trull
Revolver shots punctuated their shrill
was

cries.
Allen bounded from bis chair, shaking himself like a terrier. This riotous
sound was tbe music be longed to bear.
When the staccato beats of the po-

ules' hoofs ceased he shouted; "Corns

pardon said 'Amen.'"
"Did he ketch you?" asked Fresno,
with great seriousness.
•Tie sure did." answered Allen, with
a twinkle in his eye, "an* thanked me
for takin' Josephine off his hands."

The boys laughed. The Joke was
upon themselves, as they had expected to hear a romantic story of earlier

days.

When the laughter had subsided
Show Low suggested, "If we can't decorate the wagon, let's put some flxln'·
on the ponies."
The proposal was received with more
whoops, shoutlug and ylpplng. They
waltzed about the smiling rancher.
"That's what!" cried Sagebrush en-

I

thusiastically.

Allen grew sarcastic, remarking, "I
reckon you all must have stopped some
time at the water tank."
Renewed laughter greeted this sally.
"This Is my first weddln'," explained
Sagebrush rather apologetically.
"I want to know!" exclaimed Allen

In

surprise.

"I'm tellln' you. I never seed a weddln' lu all my life," replied Sagebrush,
as seriously as If he was denying a
false accusation of a serious crime.
"Mother used to tell me about her'n,
an* I often wlsht I had been there."
Fresno shouted with amusement. lie
had Sagebrush rattled. The coolest
man on the range was flustered by the
mere thought of attending a wedding
ceremony.
"lie's plum

Ain't you,

tauntingly.

locoed

over

Sagebrush?"

he

this

one.

drawled

Sagebrush took his gibing In the best
of humor. It was a holiday, and they
were with people of their own kind.
Had a stranger been present the remarks would have been resented bitterly. On this peint cowboys are particularly sensitive. In ihe presence of

outsiders they are silent, answering
only In monosyllables, never leading
In any conversation, and if any comment Is necessary they make It ludlreetly.
"Well. I ain't no society bud like you
are," laughed Sagebrush. The others
Joined with him In his merriment over
Fresno's discomfiture. "Weddin's ain't
so frequent where I come from as they

Is In Californy."
"It's the climate," answered Fresuo,
with a broad grin.
"So you ain't never been nt a weddln'?" asked Allen, who was looking
for another opening to have more fun
with Sagebrush.
Again the cowboy became serious
and confessed: "Nope; I've officiated
at several plain klllln's an* been chief
usher at a lynchln', but this here's my
first weddln', an* I'm goln' to turn
loose some an' enjoy It."
Sagebrush grinned In anticipation
of the good times tbat he knew lay In
store f«»r him nt the dance.
"You're fixed up as If you was the
main attraction at this event," said

Allen, looking Sagebrush over carefully and spinning him around on his
heel.

"Aim ι

musseu

Sagebrush.

up nue

:

guswvrni

"You're the sur»» tig turkey," Interrupted Parenthesis.
"Served tip fine, with nil the trimmln'e," laughed Fresno, taking another
Jab at his friend.
Their sport was broken up for the
time being by the appearance of Polly
at the door of the ranch house. "Hello,
boys!" she shouted, with the fascinating cordiality of the western girl,
wherein the breath of the plains, the
of the air and the wh<»lesomeof lift· are embraced In a simple
greeting and the clasp of a hand.
The cowboys took off their hats and
made elaborate bows to the young woman.
"Howdy, Miss PollyV" they

f.urity
ness

cried.
"You

look pert." added
sure do
Sagebrush with what ho considered
his most winning suiile. Fresno s::l· kercd and hastily brushed back the hair
from his forehead.

"Where's Jack?" she asked the two
men, who at once ranged themselves
one on each side of her.
"He did not start with the boys,"
explained Allen. "He'll be alon;,'S»on,
Polly."

now, when It comes to lookwhat's the matter with Polly

"Well,

ers.

Hope?" exclaimed Sagebrush slyly.

Glances of admiration were cast at
the girl, who was dressed simply and
plainly In a little white gown which
Mrs. Allen had made for her for the
The stream ttrucl: him fairly between
the ci/cs.
brush

brusi.' d

«skie

i;i

:

fours

and

brightened tip bis comrades with the
remark: "SIcblie bo rid over to Florence .station to get a present for Miss
He sold some thin* about getEcbo.

tin' an artlckle from Kansas City."
"Mebbe so," agreed Allen, eager to
cast out any forebodings. "It's time,"
be continued, "be was turnin' up If
this weddln's to be pulled off by the

elock."

"Has the sky pilot got here yet?"
■sked Sagebrush.
"No," replied Allen. "He's started,
though. There's one thing sari in—we
can't tighten up the cinches till the
bridegroom gits here."
The absence of Jack I'aysou and the
failure of the minister to arrive aroused the suspicions of Sagebrush. Coming closer to Allen, he smiled knowingly and. speaking In a confidential
tone, asked:

"Say, Jim, they

ain't

flggerln'

gitthey?"
on

tin' away on the sly-like, are
Show Low Interrupted with the explanation, "You see. we're goln' to decorate the wa.'ron some."
The suggestion that any one connected with Allen Hacienda would
rid;.» In anything on wheels except the
driver of the chuck wagon on the
round-up aroused the Indignation of
the old cattleman. For him the ouly
to which a wheeled vehicle drawn
by α horse should be put was to haul
use

wedding. Polly's youth, good nature
and ability to take care of herself

made her a favorite ou the
She had no need of defenders,
an occasion should arise that
required a knight there were a
of guns at her service at au

ranch.
but If

Polly

score

hour's

notice.

(to

bk

coirrinuro.]

R.iSiien Vengconce.
revolutionaries have
Russian
absolutely no mercy on those who beIt Is well known that In
tray them
the year 1903 a traitor caught at
Odessa was bricked up allvp In a celThe

lar

Itegnler. a I· rench spy In the pay of
the Russian police, for a long time
eluded the vengeance of the revolutionaries. Hut they caught hliu at last
a:i1 that Just at the moment when he
His body wns
fancied himself safe.
found In his cabin on a ship which
reached Antwerp. He had been suffo-

cated by fumes of sulphureted hydroHow this was done was never
gen.
discovered
The Considérât· Clock.
"One kiss!" pleaded ιι departing
lover
"Nonsense!" exclaimed bis fiancee In
"Some one tnlgbt see
• teasing mood
us."
"Who?"
"Why. the clock; It has a face."
"Yes. but It keeps Its hunds In front

it It!"
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Here and There.

at the
Universal 1st church last Wednesday vu
* success, especially oonaidering rather
THE DOINOS OP THE WEEK IN ALL unfavorable
weather, and considerable
sickness among onr people. The sale
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
table in the church parlor was handsomely trimmed with white crepe paper
and sprays of pink cherry blossoms, and

Paris Hill.

First Baptist Church, Rev. G. W. F. Hll, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:48 A. *.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 ».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
covenant Meeting the lut Friday before
7 30.
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 JO p.m.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited-

The annual meeting of the members
of the First Universalis! church will be
held at the home of Mrs. J. C. Marble
on Saturday evening of this week at half

past

seven.

Mr. and Mrs. Jar vis Thayer, who have
been at Elmhurst during the winter,
opened their home at Elmhurst Annex
last week.
Mrs. J. A. Scott and two Children of
South Paris are boarding with Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. B. Andrews.
William E. Atwood was at home Friday, bringing as his guests two Bowdoin
College students, Edward J. B. Palmer
I of Lanesboro, Mass., and A. J. Somers
! of Mt. Desert.
Rev. H. A. Roberts of Block Island,
R. I., a former pastor of the-- Baptist
church in this village, was here a short
time last week calling upon friends.
On account of the theatre train to
Lewiston and other attractions next Friday evening the May ball' advertised for
that date will be postponed to May 7,
one week.
Mr. Edmund Boucher and Miss Clara
Whalen of Auburn were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. F. W. Shaw over Sunday.
.Through an act of congress Major J.
R. Brinckle, U. S. Α., retired, is pro^
raoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel.
The advancement in grade to date from
April 5th, 1909.
The time for which the care of the
town clock was paid will expire the first
of May. A subscription paper for renewal will be left at the store of S. E.
Newell ά Co.
Charles L. Case was at Long Look
Farm from Friday to Monday, and on
Saturday completed bis qualifications as
an agriculturist by becoming a member
of Paris Orange. In fact, he came here
fur that special purpose from Boston,
to which place he had come from New
York on business.
There will be a grand ball at Academy
Hall, Paris Hill, May 7th. Music by
Swastika Orchestra, four pieces. Admission 50 cents a couple. Ice cream
and cake for sale at intermission. A
grand good time will be given to those
who come.

According to present indications, we
shall have a special election this year in
Maine, if for nothing else, to find out
whether we may buy that feeble imitation known as I nn beer, or any similar
beverage under some other name. At a
meeting of some of the "leading bottlers'1
of the state at Augusta last week it was
decided to invoke the referendum on
what is known as the "one per cent law"
passed by the legislature this winter. In
fact the matter of percentage is not
mentioned in the act. It simply ptoPARTRIDGE DISTRICT.
vides that all liquors which may uot be
sold without the payment of a revenue
Fremont Field has sold his oxen to
tax to the Uuited States government ar«· Mr. Stone of Hebron.
The Cutting brothers have been sawintoxicating liquors within the meaning
of all statutes of this state. As Uncle Sam ing wood with their gasoline engine for
insists that sellers of Uno and similar George Hammond, Bert Ryerson and
beers shall pay him the tax, the effect of others the past week.
the law, if it becomes a law, will be to
The big drifts are going very fast.
put these light beers under the prohibi
Denmark.
the
statute.
tion of
Mrs. ffm. McCauley is quite sick with
measles.
With the bottlers paying the bills, it
Mr. George \V. Moulton, who has been
will probably not be difficult to secure
contined to the bouse the past seven
the signatures of ten thonsand men who
weeks, is able to be out again.
are sufficiently desirous of purchasing
The old mill at the bridge, one of the
Uno to put their names to a petition for
oldest landmarks of the town, is being
referendum.
torn down by the Saco Water Power Co.
Mr. Wra. Cutler, a resident of East
Lest it should be thought that the lead- Denmark, died in Bridgton Thursday
ing bottlers are a little tardy about getting night.
at the matter, it may be explained that
Mrs. F. €. Alexander is visiting friends
at least one of the bottlers could not in East Boston, Mass.
than
last
earlier
a
have attended
Mrs. A. C. Brown has gone to Conwav
meeting
week, as he had to complete a thirty- to attend the funeral of her brother's
term
the
at
March
sentence
wife.
imposed
days'
of court for violation of the prohibitory
The report that Mr. Α. Π. Witham
'.aw—not, however, for the sale of Uno, will return from Augusta this week is
but stronger liquor.
not so.
Mason.
Other matters passed by the legislature
has bought a pair of
Douglas
Cushing
on which there seems to be any serious
work horses of the Andrews
talk of invoking the referendum are only heavy
brothers of Norway.
two, the appropriation of $350,000 for an
Mvron Morrill has returned home from
addition to the state house, and the act
a visit in Norway.
active
of
York.
No
the
town
dividing
D. W. Cushing has a crew driving F.
work toward securing a referendum has
L Edwards' pulp timber out of Pleasant
yet been done in either of these matters. River.
Elmer Morrill of Norway bas been
There is in Massachusetts almost as visiting friends in town the past week.
as
in
exists
the
much ignorance of Maine
S. O. Grover is on the sick list at
One Mas- present.
office of the New York Sun.
sachusetts paper claims Patriots1 Day as
Douglas Cu«hing has bought a d'sc
an exclusive Massachusetts institution, harrow.
and the Springfield Republican refers to
Mrs. Fannie Briggs, who has been car"Maine's awakening to the terrible and ing for her sister. Miss Eva M. Wheeler,
yet unnecessary waste in forest tire·*" as has returned to her home in Albany.
Miss Rachel Mabry and Miss IdaHasel"belated," apparently without knowledge of the fact that Maine has for a ton visited in town one day this week.
number of years had a system of proF. H. Bennett of Albany bought a nice
tection from tires which has saved a cow of D. W. Cushing.
large amount of forest.

Albany.

James li. Barrows.
James H. Barrows of Bethel died on
Tuesday of last week at the Eye and Ear
Infirmary at Portland, where he had
gone to undergo an operation for a bladder trouble from which he bad suffered
severely for some months.
Mr. Barrows was a citizen well known
in Oxford County. He was born in
Greenwood in 1832, and had been actively eugaged in business during practically the whole of his adult life until his
retirement about a year ago. He early
became identified with the manufacture
cf chairs, at first making them at Snow's
Falls. Then for some twenty-eix years
he was engaged in their manufacture at
West Parie. In 1880 he removed to
Bethel and established the Bethel Chair
Company, with which he was connected
until January, 1908.
Mr. Barrows married Mary A. Fuller
of Paris, who died some years ago.
They had one daughter, Ella M., now the
wife of Frank H. Young of Bethel.
Later Mr. Barrows married Mary À.
Young, who survives him.
During the war Mr. Harrows served in
Co. F, Twenty-third Maine Regiment,
and was a member of Brown Post, O. A.
K., of Bethel. He was also a member of
Bethel Lodge of Masons, and had served
many years as chaplain of that body.
In politics Mr. Barrows was a ReIn religious belief he was a
Tniversalist, a member of the Bethel
church at the time of his death, and au
active and earnest worker in everything
connected with the church. He was for
years the president of the Oxford Association of Universalists. While of a
social nature, always genial and kindly,
and enjoying to the full the intercourse
into which the activities of his life
brought him, be was simple in his tastes,
and enjoyed his home life.
Always upright and honorable, Mr.
Barrows gave his hearty support to all
good works in whatever line. The best
things attracted him, and for them he
labored. As a citizen, a business man,
a church worker, a friend to every good
cause, bis has been a useful and an honorable life, and one in which a high ideal
was always the aim.
The funeral was held Thursday afternoon, attended by Rev. J. H. Little of
South Paris, and in charge of Bethel
Lodge of Masons. The remains were
taken to West Paris, accompanied by the
lodge, and there were given burial be■ide those of his first wife, with the
burial service of the lodge.

{ublican.

Fred McAllister was operated 011 for
appendicitis the 21st by Dr. Webber of
Auburn assisted by Dr. Coolidge of
North Waterford. The patient is doing
as well as c.»n be expected.
Harry Bumpus of Auburn was at Geo.
Cummings' last week.
Cora, wife of George Cummings, passed away April 22d, after a short illness
of pueuiuonia. She leaves a husband,
three daughters, father, mother, three
sisters, two brothers, a step-son and
daughter, and many other relatives and
friends to mourn a loving wife and
mother, sister and friend.

Byron.

At this writing it is not expected that
Mr. Houghton can live more than a
11 is daughter Florence
short time.
came from Massachusetts Friday and a
doctor was called and etayed with hi m
Friday night. It has been thought that
he might recover. lie will be missed
very much in the community.
Charles Hardy from Weld came to A.
0. Reed's Tuesday to dispose of a load
of maple syrup. He reports a light run
of sap.
Jenne and Lovejoy's drive on mill
brook passed below the bridge Tuesday.
There has been plenty of water for driv-

ing lately.

Ε G. Knapp is building an addition to
his barn. L. A. Dunn is at work on the

job.

Bernard Kennedy went to Phillips on
business last week.
James A. Taylor, who has been at
Dixmont for a few weeks, returned to

Tuesday.
Ralph Young

town

le at work for L. A.
Mason, who has about 200 trees tapped.
Snow is going off fast.
West Buckfleld.

James Richards received notice Tuesthat his brother Albion was missing
from bis home in Paris.
Bernice and Jennie Record of BuckHeld spent the day Sunday with their
sister, Mrs Irving Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bennett have gone
to Berlin, Ν. H.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Cooper entertained their friends at their home Saturday

day

evening.

The district
April 26.

schools

begin Monday,

Hebron.

Good Will Hall, also the dining tables,
were decorated with the same blossoms,

very attractive. The
excellent supper which was served from
6 to 7:30 o'clock was well patronized,
the waiters on this occasion being the
À pleasant
young married women.
social was held in the evening, one game
played being worthy a bit of oar space.
Each person was given a common American penny, also a list of questions, the
answer to be found on each face of the
coin, the list of which we give below
with answer.

making the

room

Implements writing
How many knew there
of

copper cent?
Mr. J. H. Harrows,
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so

Mr.

who
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5rrowe'After the funeral
Thursday.
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of last

at Bethel the body was brought
"Press
panad by a few relatives and about
" of the Ma«onic lodge
of which be was a member. Thev were
merobors of Granite
St ™β· who eecorted them
t<> the grave where Bethel Lodge perto
of ^e order.
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,n Washington,
D
L). P
C for about two weeks and the pulp tat the Univenealiet church was sudSunday by Rev.
P
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of marked ability
Uoughton
and of prominence in the community,
and a man whom everybody liked. He
was a man

bad been for years

Houghton and

kept

a

trustee of the Rum-

treasurer

of

Byron.

North Parts.

a south wind stirred,
Breath of flower and song of bird;
Moving cloud and dash or rain,
Then the sun shone forth again ;
And the moss-banks turned to bowers,
Tipped nnd fringed with early flowers ;

"Through the woods

SSS&'SS'SiLï1·»

Tf church
the Methodist

fh«eu

Sunday but the downs, being afflicted with a heart
usual preaching service was omitted.
trouble.
A special business meeting of the W.
Cows are quite high this epring, and
C. T. U. was held last Thursday after not many for sale in this end of the
on

Tc Sa£

at the home of Mrs.
and committees were appointed and
arrangements made to entertain the Ox
ford County W. C. T. U. Convention
which is to meet here in May
P. C. Pickett and A. F. Williams have
gone on a trip to Washington, D. C.
ie 8'ck with the
noon

Λ· ,ΡβηΙβ?

crri

EMÎSrHDT
efwi ?f

.troubIe and Miss
π ?®y
Uel1
Las been 1uite >11 from

VeJere

attack of the

grippe

town.

Sleighs

were

used here up to

April

20th, making seven weeks'sledding after

the first of March.
Mrs. Sadie Vashaw is in Dr. King's
private hospital, Portland, for treatment.
Five men with a team of eight horses
Attached to the winter road machine
scraped tho highway of West Bethel Flat
on Patriots' Day.

p
Greenwood.
Th.
The Iaris
Manufacturing Co. had the
misfortune to lose one of their most
There was a dearth in the land last
valuable heavy team horses Thursday. year which diminished the hay crop 75
in the stable here in the per cent in some places, as perhaps a
He was
* br°ken ,CR and had l° few persons still
remember; then a
dearth of sap this spring, reducing the
Some Norway people had a dance at amount of eyrup about the same, and
Dunham's Hall last Thursday evening, the last of all, up to date, a dearth of
and our people have advertised a social smelts; one man having been out three
dance to be held this week, April 30
evenings, the first not a smelt, and the
At Dunham's Hall on Thursday of other two a little more than enough fora
this week, at 10 A. m., W. W. Dunham square meal. What next?
w'll sell at auction his farming tools a
Dannie Bryant and wife of Locke's
partial list of which is given on the Mills visited at the Bennett place this
wi(h a large lot of house- week and now Daniel Bryant is caring
hold furnishings of all descriptions. If for hie brother, Erastus Bryant, who is
on
that
day, the auction will be yet very feeble. They intend to move
stormy
on the first fair day followiug.
back on to their farm in May.
one of the well known
K·
Nature still insists on variety. Last
practitioners of Oxford County, is very Saturday there was a snow storm, sendDr. Littlefield of ing down for a while the largest flakes
Wh Ρ
Pans and Dr. Wheeler are in at- we ever saw; Sunday was chilly and
South
re is a frained nur8e·
Monday gave us a passable thunder
u
.
H F
sold his place, which shower for the first one of the season;
B.
baa
Turple
is Mxt below G. Will Berry's, to a Finn
since which the snow works off very
Ka»e Heikkinen and wife, Silja
gradually.
Another visitor stopping with us two
L,brary
lts annual business nights this week was William Henry
Place Harrison Verrill of West Minot, who
meeting Monday evening, May 3
announced on posted notice
has been visiting in town and also in the
western part of the county. He burled
East Sumner.
his wife several years ago, since which
Anasagunticook Sunday School Asso- his mother kept house for him until reciation will bold a soeeion at the Congre- cently, when sho too departed this life,
gational church on Saturday, May 1st. thus leaving him alone and so be bas
The names of several speakers from out- lived to the present time.
side the vicinity are on the program and
"Bugiu at the bottom and work up,"
an interesting session may be expected.
is the advice given, and generally it is
Good speaking, and of course a good correct; but there are exceptions to that
dinner are assured.
rule in common with all others. For
The four crayon sketches produced by examples, in sweeping down stairs it
Hev. S. C. Baton to illustrate his ad- makes better work to commence at the
dresses on "Passion Week," have been top and proceed downward; also in
finely photographed by A. H. Harlow pitching off hay, and especially in digfor souvenirs, and there is quite a de- ging a well. Other instances might be
mand for the same.
given, but these are sufficient to illusThe Congregational Circle dinners con- trate the point in question.
tinue to draw a crowd that highly ap.And now they are talking about writ
preciate them.
ing the history of Greenwood. Well,
W. Π. Eastman was away on business "Better late than never," but it ought to
several days last week.
have been done fifty yean ago, when
S. C. Heald has been shingling his scores of persons were in the prime of
of
Heror
a
rather.
life and conld have given much valuable
it,
house,
portion
bert Harlow and Fred Barrows did the information, but bave passed on beyond
recall.
job.
R. G. Stephens is adding a line of
The latest card received was from
hardware, paints, oils, gasoline, grasr. Alva M. Andrews, and the picture is
seed,, farm implements and other things their camp at Shagg Pond, Redding, Me.
needed by farmers, to his stock of feed Rather a pleasant place we should say,
to spend an outing of a week or so and
supplies.
Allie S. Barrows is busy in white- thus drive all dull caree away. Thanks.
washing, painting and paper hanging in
the place. The school rooms have been
made more attractive under his skill.
Geo. Cole's baby is quite improved
Oscar Turner has built an addition to after its recent illness of bronchitis.
his blacksmith shop where be can ehoe
The Jacob Curtis farm has been sold
to two young Finn men and wives.
oxen, in which work be is skillful.
We have received souvenir announceMr. and Mrs. Leonard Chesley of Paris
ments of the opening of the Poland spent Sunday with friends here.
Spring House to occur June 1st, also of
Myrtle Ring of the Bryant neighborthe Kangeley Lake House which is to hood will teach the Tubbs school this
open early in May. The "Samoset" at spring and board at Walter S. Emmons'.
Emma Burke of Bethel has been visitRockland, June 15th. Summer schedule
on the Rangeley Division of the M. C. R. ing friends here this week.
R. goes into effect on June 21st. The
Several from here attended the danoo
morning train from Portland will run at the village Friday night.
Many are
on
and
to
after
Oquossuc
May
through
pleased to know there will be a May ball
10th. Parlor car on May 17th.
at the same place.
Albion Tubbs of Paris spent Sunday
with old friends here.
Norway Lake.
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Mrs. C. A. Stephens returned from
Massachusetts the 19th.
Mrs. G. E. Horr came to Mrs. C. A.
Stephens' the 21st. She has been stopping with Mrs. W. P. French.
Mrs. Alpheus Lovejoy stopped with
ber mother, Mrs. Vesta Frost, the most
of the last week.
Mrs. Leola M. Noyes returned to her
home in Lovell, the 17tb.
W. J. Hascall has moved to Norway
village. He works for the CummingseB.
Mrs. Anna Morse is stopping with Mrs.
C. F. Whitney.
Mrs. Elmer T. Dunn is improving, but
not very fast.
Mrs. Vesta Froat bas been quite siok
with erysipelas in the face.

primary.

Walter Small of Dixfield visited at
Earl Farrington's one day last week.
Mr. Willey of Gorham, Ν. H., has parchased the Bert Sanborn house.
Jason Bennett is still confined to his
bed.
Charlie Farrington returned Tuesday
from his trip to Massachusetts.
Willie Coolidge visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Sanborn a few days recently.
C. E. Stowell A Son have a fall line of
spring goods including shirt waists, eto.
Arthur Stowell of Bethel was in town

Thursday.

Ed Penley and Lendall Yates, with

a

engaged in river driving on the
The
Little Androscoggin this week.
river is very high, it being necessary to
tie the logs, though many went over the
dam before they could be secured. The
"boss" of the crew took the cold water
dip, and not being a swimmer, was glad
to be thrown npon the little island above
the bridge. The life line was thrown to
him and was accepted with much gratitude.
Mrs. Ellie Cole Maxfield is at home on
a visit from ber new home in Connecticut.
It is understood that Mr. and Mrs.
Lendall Tates will work for Walter
Penley this season.
There was a Finn reception at the
crew are

"Bean" bouse

night.

on

Tonog Hill, Saturday

Sawyer, Saturday.

are

consummated,

because a careless boatman ignores the
river's warnings—growing ripples and
faster current—Nature's warnings are
kind. That dull pain or ache In the
back warns you the Kidneys need at·
tention If yon would escape fatal mala-

natural

Hattie

again

at work in his blacksmith shop.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by
Mrs. Hiram Howe Thursday afternoon.
William Cullen Bryant was the poet and
the Thanatopsis and the Flood of Years
Mrs. R. H.
were brought to mind.
Ryerson recited Bingen on the Rhine
and Mrs. Howe gave one of Whittier's
and
Refreshments of cake
poems.
blanc mange were served, after which
the venerable Mr. Howe came in and
gave a short talk on the poets. The
uext meeting will be May β.
News has been reoeived of the serious
illness of Mrs. dementia Abbott, formerly of this place, now of Rumford.
Mrs. Abbott spends her summers here
with her sister, Mra. Hiram Howe. Her
many friends hope to hear of her rapid

TOWN OF PARIS.

the foregoing petition, ordered, that
public no'lce thereof lie given by printing copies
of this petition with this order thereon In the
Oxford Democrat, said notice to be at least fourteen days before the 8th day of May, 1909, on
which day at tbe assessors' office In said town, a
and
public hearing will be held when residents town
owners of property upon the highways,

Upon

—- —

"·*-'*

»λ lu»

thocuhv

■

end

«11

not be granted. And we the said selectmen, ennotice or other
dorse thereon that no
notice than the above, Is necessary to be given
and owners of
the
residents
to
the
petitioners
by
property to be affccted thereby.
Aprtll7. 1909.

personal

FRANKA. FA8MR,_ ) Selectmen
of the
CHARLES W. BOWKER.
town of Paris.
W. C. STEARNS,

recovery.

fSPQl5TYL|sH'

*

Four

§

uxvora.

Rev. Mr. Pettenglll has closed bia
labors with the Congregationalist church
md has gone to another field. Rev. Mr.
Newton of Brunswick has been engaged
to supply the pulpit until September.
It is understood that Rev. Mr. Fameworth of the M. E. church will not return but will devote the coming year to
bis studies.
Mrs. Jillson, wife of Stephen Jillson
jf Welchville, died of pneumonia April
[1th, aged 72 years.
Mrs. Annie Potterton will take her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hamill, to her
bome in Providence, R. I. Mrs. Hamill
is quite feeble.
Mabel Lombard is very sick. Mrs.
Seneva White is taking care of her.
Clinton Bumpue has moved Into the
house with his brother, Chas. Bumpus.
Ralph Edwards with his wife and
little daughters, Methyl and Mona, visit·
3d his mother Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Thureton of Paris visited bis sister, Mrs. Arthur Verrill, last week.
Workmen are taking down the chimneys of the Lake House.
A thunder shower Monday added to
the variety of the weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Stardivant of Anburn
irisited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keene last
week.
Joseph Lebroke, who has been employed clerkiog for Geo. Turner and
Elmer McAlister, is driving the bakery
wagon.
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CASHjALE

lycv by Η in

Sctuitnrr & Man

SATURDAY

Penley & Plummer's
ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

6 gal.
1 peck Onions 25c.
40c. Molasses for 30c.
3 lbs. Prunes for 25c.
Peanuts 5 c. a quart

Cheese 16c. per

Oil 56c.

A

Big Trade
long

CASTORIA

as

a

pound.

2 lbs. A. & H. Brand Soda 10c.
Blue Ribbon Raisins 10c.
50c. Tea for 40c.

gal.

in Smoked
they last, 9c.

Shoulders,
a

as

pound.

srf jt/ff—

For Infants and Children,

Tkt Kind You Havi Alwajs Bwght

New

all

of crops and stock he has turned ofF
the amount of business he has done thro
the year. This will be doing his farming and
business affairs in a definite and intelligent way.
or

The Amount of Your Deposits Is Never too Small for Us.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
PARIS,

sure

you.

Opp. Grand Trunk Depot, South Paris.

his income during
the year, and pay out
by check, he will know at
the end of the year the amount

SOUTH

models ; there are quite
variety of styles in the line ;

One Price

W.llerl

copy-Attest^

new

Η. B, Foster,

oray,

ADDISON K. HF.RIUCK, Judge of said Court,

λ true

of the
in here

We would
show
them to
pleased
you any time you can call.
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administrator.
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FARMER

North Waterford.
The village aohools began the 26th.

112-B.

too, lots of them.

Whitman, lato of Woodstock, de·

house and for the family. The family
grows up with the proper idea
of accounts and an acquaintwith business
ance
methods. Then
also if a

îeld are staying with Mr. John Danforth
for a few weeks.
Will Miller and children have returned
Tom a visit to Mra. Miller in New Hampihlre.

Here.

We've clothes of other makes

Hiram, deceae·

bank account encourages the saving
habit and thrift both for the head of the

Dana Brown is building a new house
Mill Road.
F. R. Bradbury was in Boston on busiless last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frenoh of West Brown-

Them

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

to suit

first account presented for allowance
W. Record, guardian.

Huntress,

new

some one of them will be

Small, guardian.
Thomas A. I>«CosUr, of

Keeping a

>n

Find

models in Sack Suits.

and ask to

SSaas«BBœJes»q
Franklin

we've strong

season

new

If you want to

a

Dlnsmore, mother.

A.

Saving

Charles King of Boston spent Patriots'
Day at A. F. Johnson's.

carry most of these
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Abbott, late of

r

rnnihii nubce, late of

ENCOURAGE

)f Portland.

we

Hiram, deceased ; will

Oeorge L. Cushman, executor.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of
JOSEPHINE E. DUDLEY, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against tbe estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ANSEL DUDLEY.
April 20tb, 1909.

Mrs. Esther Poo re spent a week reher daughter, Mrs. Godfrey

Also

Difference What You Want

no

Φοίορίχοηο

;
lftte of Parle, deceased,I
ANNIE B. WILSON, late of Parte,
b,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All perL. Gray, administrator.
sons having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for setthereto
are
requested
tlement, and all Indebted
to make payment immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY.
April mh, 1909.
juardlan.

jently with

sell her
going to Nova

shape.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of

in
of

$1.25.

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

NOTICE.

south, returned home April 21.
The Christian Endeavor Society is
planning for a supper in the near future.

to

absolutely

South Paris, Maine.

E. A. G.
attended.
The meeting this week it to be at the
bome of S. W. Rowe.
The L. R. Gileses, who have been

Mra. Sarah York wiahea

pleasing

P. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

school. Tbere was
A good sized andlence

They visited relatives here.

Vouus. late of

ft^eord. late of

special music.
present.
The prayer meeting at Mrs.
Stickney's last week waa well
was

are

A low tie,

Ε. N. SWE1T SHOE CO,,

Bumpui, late of Oxford, deceaa-

ι»

plain

wide

for Shoee You Can

named.

a

touch,

writing papers,
recommepd them all.

Crane & Pike
can

many

electric railroad.

Tarbell, principal

there-1

Royal, late of Pari·, deceased :

w

named.

beautiful

the

most

a

and

H.
A man from Boston is in the place to
see what can be done abont building an

East Brownfleld.
The C. E. meeting. April 24,

are

to

It Makes

^ereof

D?

Slippers,

for your feet you can find it here, and
in all sizes from 2 1-2 to 8.

!

the executor therein named.

F. Sanborn, late of Kryeburg. deceaspre·
ed· will and petition for probate
wnted by Amelia D. SanWn, the executrix
therein named.
«
Jillson, lite of Oxford, deceas-.
..
„n(i petition for probate thereof preMnted hy SWphen
Jlllson, the executor

SSSaffiSSSSSBss

to

Hall's.
Dana Berry, wife, and two children,
»re spending a fortnight in Berlin, N.

Brownfleld high

fis»
jssfSsSS^ui
U1U,
by

named.

black Ox-

a

toe, very light and soft, $1.25.
Pleaee Remember, we make a specialty of these
comfort shoee for women.
If you are looking for comfort

»XlCTuS«Uy

Eaton, Crane & Pike
agreeable

Oxford, light sole, $2.00; also
ford, light sole, soft toe, rubber heel, $1.50.
plain toe, rubber heel, very light and soft,

of "ay. A-WW. at 9
fte
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard tm-re
on If they see-cause.

Frank H.

Also

a

brown unlined

Mecca

&5Î by J««U r. LUrti. lb.

take the stamp of the monogram die

Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Ames are
working in Rhode Island.
B. 6. Mclntire was in Freeman the
Srat of the week on business.
L. E. Mclntire went to Newport this
week, and bought five high-priced thoroughbred Holsteins.
At the March meeting it was voted to
take a new valuation of the town. Some
were opposed on account of the expense,
»nd a meeting is called for the 24th for
the purpose of rescinding the vote.
On account of the serious illness of
their father, T. H. Sawln, Mrs. L. E. and
Mrs. B. Q. Mclntire are at Norway a
part of the time.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Keen of Bridgton
ire visiting at G. H. Keen's and S. S.

Mr.

hlavlfgUni^*n paweSte® foMhe ift* thereupon

Abel

:

and light
cap on the toe but very soft
a
nice style
and
with rubber heels for the same price, $2.00;
for
rubber
heel,
$1.50. A dark
Juliet, patent tip, light sole,
another line with

in and

«ίΤΛ'ίΛ»*.β·

writing papers, but these are by no
means the only requisites that they

East Waterford.

of

p^rit

executors therein named.

'fjAND

These papers

a

light sole, plain toe, very soft and easy, for $2.00.

PROBA.TR WOT ICES·
To all persona Interested In either of the Estate*
hereinafter named.

Aimnn

IN

look at,

Norway

floutb. Parle

Maine.

South

SSfêSSaSSirssiï

to

$16, $18. $20.

F. H. NOYES CO.

want

There is certainly an air of refinement and style about the

possess.

as

We Have a Very Complete Stock
of Our Comfort Shoes for
re®e^y
House Wear.
^ïVhbotleffîco..
Ladies' Kid Lace Boots,
few of them
We will mention
Paris,

In

Mrs. J. B. Kimball has returned from
visit of a few weeks to her brother in
Lewiston, who is quite ill.
Grace Plummer has visited in Bartlett,
Si. H., and returned.

stylish tailoring

therein named.

Brook.

ι

This Tear.

New Colore in Caps.
New Colore in Hate.
New Colore in Belts.
New Colore in Shirte.
Colore in Hosiery.
New
Neckwear.
in
New Colore
Medium and Summer Underwear.

everybody in South Paris who has any
trouble with hair or scalp to know that
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic Is the best balr (
tonic and restorative in existence, and
no one should scoff at or doubt tbto
statement until tbey have pot our claims
to a fair test, with tbe understanding
that they pay us nothing for the
if It does not give full and complete
satisfaction in every particular. Two
·■"··

a ...tin

W. 0. Brown and wife are here visiting their old home and frienda but have
not decided where to locate.
Dr. C. P. Hubbard has moved to
South Windham, where he will practice
his profession. His wife le visiting for
& while in Portland and South Paris.
Mrs. Horace Chandler of North Chatbam is stopping with Mrs. Nellie McA.la«ter at present.
Jessie A. Chapman and Katharine E.
Walker are at home from the Portland
schools for a week's vacation.
Charles Perry is at work for G. W.
Walker for the summer seaeon.
The smelts are running well at Mill

as

Spring Furnishings.

stim^ates

in

Lovell.

the

put on

new clothes.
Everything
sparkling. Why should not
new colors of this Spring ?

her

and

Suite at $7.50, $10, $12, $13, $14, $16,
Raincoats at $10, $12, $15, $16, $18.

the
I'
the bair
does this because it
follicles, removes dandruff, destroys tbe
germ matter, and brings about a free
healthy circulation of Mood which
nourishes the hair roots, <omi«log them

hair. We

men

bright

Buy of Someone but Please Look Over Our
Assortment Before You Buy.

permanently,

new

you

be

Never was there a season of so
the suits for you to select from.

re"|or®
color when its loss hasheen

tighten and grow

soon

Shades

brought about by disease, and make
hair naturally silky, soft and glossy.

to

will

Never Was Men's Clothing of Such Handsome

™βα,ί.β

°fRexaU

putting on

Nature is

Tnd

NOTICE.
Swett of Canton came To the Selectmen of the Town of Paris, Gentlemen:
Mrs.
weeks
with
to
a
few
Tuesday
spend
The Citizens' Tel A hone Company, desiring to
Freeman Farrar.
build and equip
Ip a telephone Une In the towns of
F. R. Dyer of Buckfleld was in town Paris, Oxford and
an
Hebron and desiring to exIn
lines
the town of Paris, respf ctfully
tend
its
Thursday.
Board
for a written permit to conW. B. and C. A. Toung of South Paris petition your
stuct their lines, erect their poles and stretch
visited their brother, Frank Young, Tues- wires and cables for all needed purposes upon
and along the following named highways and
day.
of said town. The said
Mies Beulah Bobbins, who has been in public roads and street*
poles to be erected under tbe supervision of such
officers as said town mar designate. The followpoor health, is much improved.
Mrs. Lillias Pulsifer and little Ron
Kennith and Mrs. Lettie Ford are the
only new cases of mumps that have been of roads leading to Hebron wlth'road leading to
East Oxford, thence through District No. 1 to
reported.
line also on Parsons road to town farm
April 19, born to the wife of Oeo. E. Oxford
and Oxford line; Oxford Street, Brook Street
a
son.
A.
B. Talbot's and over Clifford Hill, BuckRedding,
past
Union Grange, East Sumner, has ex- Held road to Back Held line, Hill Street and old
Paris Hill, High Street from Market
road
to
tended an invitation to Wm. A. Barrows
Square to O. G. Curtis house and Dudley road
W. R. Corps to a dinner and entertain- and Nichols Street to Elm Hill, Howland road to
This courtesy was very Farts Hill, Western Avenue, Gothic Street, No.
ment May P.2.
4 Hill road and from Kings corner to Howland
gratefully received by the Corps.
road.
Horace Farrar, who has been at work
April 17, 1909.
CITIZENS' TELEPHONE COMPANY.
in Hartford, has recovered from his reBy Walter L. Gray, President.
returned home and is
cent

charge

artTclM m.'

h

Spring Suggestions.

brat

cleanly

how

"ϊ

father, Sylvester Bisbee.
Miss

ΟΑΒβΙΛββΗϊββ.

CAUSED BY

8TORES.

BLUE

|

the owner may be, these
be Infftcted wltb m orob«,
« » »»
which will Infect your scalp.
easier to catch bair microbei than it is
to set rid of them, and a single ■trok® °f
an Infected comb or brush often prodisdies—Dropsy, Diabetes or Brigbt's
duce· the oause of baldness. Ne»er try
Take Electric Bitters at once and on anybody else's hat lor the reason that
ease.
feelsee Backache fly and all your beet
many a hatband is a netting place for
ings return. "After long suffering from
one
91.00
lame
weak kidneys and
nack,
you happen to be troubled wltb
bo.tle -vholly cured me," writes J. R. dandruff, itching scalp,
hair or
at
50c
Tenn.
of
Only
Belk,
Blankensbip
baldness, we have a remedy whichι we
F. A. Sliurtleff Λ Co.'s.
these
troubles,
positively know will cure
we are so sure of this that we offer
To Mother· In This Tow·.
it to you wltb tbe understanding that it
Children who are delicate. feverish and cross will cost you
nothing for the trial « "
will get Immediate relief from Mother Cray's
Sweet Powder* for Children. They cleanse the does not produce the
93 Hair
stomach, act on the liver, making a sickly child This remedy is called Rexall
strong and healthy. A certain care for worms. Tonic. It is the most scientific remedy
Sold by all druggists, 25c. Sample Free. Ad15-18 for all scalp and hair troubles, and we
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
know of nothing else that equals It for
▲ Ctrtals Core for Aching Feet.
effectiveness. We know this
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot-E&se, a the results it has
produced in hundreds
powder. It cares Tired, Aching, Calloas, Sweating, Swollen feet. At all Druggists and Shoe
S.
Allen
Fheb.
"93" Hair Tonic fill positively
Stores, 25o. Sample
Address,
15-18 banish dandruff
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.

Lot A violet was peeping,
First blue violet of spring.
First to bear the robin sing,
First to tell of spring's glad coming,
First sweet violet of spring.

Cbas. Wilson is at work for Ed Pike.
Lola Littlehale haa gone to her home
Alva Estes is building chimneys for ! η Stoneham.
Arthur Noyée this week.
Mrs. G. E. Farmer ia recovering from
in attack of the grippe.
North Stoneham.
Mr. and Mra. Chaa. Berry of Wolfboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Llnwood Sawyer of Lov- ΐ. H., who have been stopping with
ill were with hia parent·, Mr. and Mrs. < heir daughter, Mrs. Merle Morse, at
iisbeetown a few days, have gone home.
J. C.

Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton went to
Lovell Tuesday to visft her sister, Mrs.
Bertha Keniston, who has a baby boy.
Jim Vance and Perry Mo A Ulster of
Lovell took dinner Tuesday at H. B. McIveen's. They were going to Arthur
I îtone's cottage on Rattlesnake Island to
I ;et ready for fishermen they expect the
ι Irst of May.
Zeno Fontaine has finished work at the
ι nlll *nd Freeman MoKeen of North Lot·
< ill takes his plaoe.

negotiations

AKD HAIB TROÛBLXS ΘΜΙΒΑΙΧΤ

SCALP

Dandruff ia » contagion· ^ΙββΜβ c»u«-1
ed bv a microbe whloh also
SWEPT OVER NIAGARA.
Pr0°ucff
baldness. Never use a comb °r
This terrible calamity often happens belonging to someone else. No matter

'Twaa by happy
Slyly nid from human eye,
Peeping through the brown leave· round thee
Lfke a bit of broken sky.
■Neath the leaves their careless «weeping
Brought to light tome wee blue thing,

illness,

aubUeTh°f
T®
rJnnrt

C. H. Bacon, who got a piece of steel
In his eye, went to the hospital April 19
and had It removed. We understand it
is doing well.
Carl and Edith Never* are quite sick.
C. A. Churchill's baby, who has been
quite sick, is improving.
Ada Churchill is sick.
Mrs. Evie Lappin and two children
have returned from Massachusetts and
are staying with her su'ter, Mrs. M. S.
Bnbier.
The children are attending1
school hare.

lost a well known
citizen in the death of John Houehton
at bis home at Houghton, in the town of
Byron, Thursday morning, April 22.
He
Mr. Houghton was 82 years of age.
had long been a resident at the homestead in Byron, which, before the bnildiug of the raiitoad through that town,
was well known to all the sportsmen
who visited that section. "Houghton's"
was headquarters for fisherman visiting
the /our Ponds and ->ther places, and
Mr.
was of much more than local noie.

There Is a time for all things.
The snow has given place
To sunny skies and joy that lies
In Nature's laughing face.";

ΓΛ«?ν» taTwn

He leave· two daughters, Helen, who
house for him, and Florence, a
teacher in Hyde Park, Mass., also six
stepchildren, Freeland, William and
Ryder Abbott of Byroo, Mrs. L. W.
Smith of Canton, Mrs. R. Β Stratton of
Rumford, and Miss Lida Abbott
The funeral was held Friday afternoon,
attended by Rev. Q. B. Hannaford of
Rumford. A special train took a large
number of the business men of Rumford
The remains
to attend the funeral.
were takeo to his native town, Sterling,
(or Interment.

Houghton.

West Bethel.
"There U a time for all things.
The bud, and then the bloom,
Come forth bo fair to scent tbe air
With Λ ready's perfume.

5tonce

ford Falls Trust Co., and was financially
interested in other enterprises at Rumford. He was for years postmaster at

John

day.

ha!

Prof. Donovan from Newton preached
here Sunday and spoke again in the
evening. Mr. Donovan was a teacher in
the academy seventeen years ago.
Miss Laura Stnrtevant, who has beeo
studying fora trained nurse, has gone to
Duluth, Minn., to work with her uncle,
Dr. Fred Bowman.
Ralph Stone has gone to Erroll, Ν. H.,
river driving.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. Ella
Bearce Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. H. A. Cushman went to Lynn
Wednesday, and Friday with her daughter, Miss Daisy Cushman, will start for
Washington on one of the tours.
Mrs. Herbert Cantello has been quite
Arthur Flint has been quite ill with λ
eick for a few days.
W. A. Bartlett and C. H. George at- bad throat.
G.
at
A. R. campfire
tended the
South
Locke's Mills.
Pari· the 17th.
The Z. L. Packard W. R. C. will have
Our school opened last Monday with
a box supper Friday of this week, April Lorna Littlehale
teaching in the gram23d.
mar room, and Eva Andrews in the

Oxford County

with his wife
and son, has been visiting his father
and sisters. Mr. Bean holds a high position on the Connecticut.
Rev. and Mrs. Schoonover are visiting
friends in Bethel, and attending the M.
E. conference which is in session at
Berlin, Ν. H.
Rev. Mr. Banghart received a unanimous call to return to the Bethel church.
Patriots' Day passed very quietly.
The town schools are to begin Mon-

Bteamship Connecticut,

assistant engine, And a sparrow tuned his lay,
"
S
located here all winter •Sweet, sweet summer's on her way.'
κ
removed for the season. Mr.
•as been
Thunder showers on Monday last.
The price of tlour is climbing upward.
arty Parker, who has been one of the
The spring term of school opens next
firemen, and lived here a few years
moved his family to Auburn whe^e he Monday, April 20th.
S
The reut vacatpd
Eggs are 18 cents per dozen this week
W
be occupied and potatoes 75 cents per bushel.
bv
bv
Marst0« and family.
Miss Edith A. Briggs of Norway was
m
Day and family of Jay in town the first of last week.
ttriri»
W"k'
witb
!e,eral
and Clarence Tyler were in
Almon
*
Portland Wednesday.
West Paris Rifle Club spent a verv
No improvement is seen in the condipleasant day on Patriots' Day, the 19th tion of Mrs. Geo. A. Grover.
th® BryaDt'8 Pond Rifle
John B. Murphy remains about the
*'V6D * D'Ce ,UDch »nd same as last reported.
F
Horace E. Walker is working for
Clarence A. Tyler.
Francis D. Mills was unable to attend
■***·Gould Academy last week owing to IllRev. and Mrs. D. R. Ford have been ness.
Loose hay can be bought here at $12
"Pending a week or ten days at the
Methodist Conference at Berlin, Ν. Η and $15 per ton.
8es8ion of Sunday School at
Addison S. Bean has many ups and

ίϊ·

II certain

Hints on Heir Hetith.

Helpful

actual building operations will begin the
laat of next month.

Tuesday evening the Congregational
Our Weat Bethel correapondent can't
parish held a meeting and decided to have all the poetry although we confoss
proceed at once to renovate the interior we enjoy reading the rhymes sent ua.
of the church which was injured by fire
They are alwaya freah and new and
last winter.
of the seaeon.
Mrs.
to
illness
of
the
Bunting, apropos
Owing
The trailing arbutus is again in bloom
Tulips. Mr. Bunting did not start for Seattle last
and the children bring in large bunches
Pupil.
Lid. Wedneadaj bot expects to etart the 28th. of the fragrant blossoms.
Mr. J. U. Purington spent Wednesday
Qalll.
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn arrived Satmuch on in Portland attonding to business.
urday to spend Patriots' Day with his
Will Bean of the United States

for man ν
wae Prominently identified with
the business industries of this place, before he went to Bethel some
years ago, was brought here for burial
be8ide hle fir8t wifp.
service

wu

brought
Thursday afternoon funeral servioes were three Tbnraday afternoon.
held in the Universalist church, Rev.
West Sumner.
Mr. Little of South Paris officiating.
chance I found thee

A messenger
The first American settler
An emblem of royalty
A piece of armor
Mode of ancient punishment,
Mean" of Inflicting It
Dati.
A South American fruit,
Laurel Wreath.
Emblem of victory,
Beau (bow).
A devoted young man
Arrows.
Three weapons,
Mouth.
Part of a river
Hare.
An animal
Brow.
A portion of a hill,
A place of worship
Temple.

Spring flowers,
Fourni In a school,
Part of a stove,

There la a prospect that Bangor wlU
ba?e another theatre—· vaudeville
house coating not leee than 9100,000 and
call- looated in the bnelneea center of the city.
won

In

Re?. Mr. Btz preached at the Unlverealiat church last Sunday, returning to town Monday.
W. S. Sterolrd of Sontb Parla wu
Maaaaobueetta Monday.
Mrs. Anne Burbank died last Sunday ing on frienda in town Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Β. E. Gerrieh bave been
evening after a long illneu. Funeral
service* were held at Garland Chapel ▼letting relatives %pd frienda In Boaton
Wedneaday afternoon, her pastor, Rey. and vlolnlty the past week.
Evening Star Lodge of Maaona baa
W. C. Curtia, officiating. Interment waa
been invited to visit the lodge at Canton
in Riyerside Cemetery.
Mr. J. H. Barrows went to the Eye May 6.
Mr. and Mra. J. A. Rawaon were in
and Ear Infirmary last week and subbladder Portland two daya last week.
mitted to an operation for
Gbas. Oautia is able to be ont afer a
trouble. The first reports were encouraging, but his age and weak condition long Illness.
The Alerta defeated the regular high
Tbe remains
were against his reoovery.
to Bethel Wednesday and school ball team by a acore of eight to
were

Brown Post, G. A. R., of wbioh he was a
most faithful member, also the W. R. C.
and the Free Masona attended in a body.
One Cent. A man kind and generous, loyal to what
Indian. he believed to be tbe best and most upCrown.
for humanity and a most loyal
8hleUl. lifting
of his church has gone and
Stripes. supporter
Lashes will be much missed.

I.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
U.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
a

BackfleM.
Mr. Lewie M. Irish of Romford

Bethel.

West Parte.
The cherry bloom sale held

THE OXFORD BEARS.

MAINE.

Wash

Coods.

Never so many kinds and never so pretty
A bewildering array of
as this season.
GINGHAMS, 7c.

to 50c.

WHITE and COLORED LINENS, 25c. to 50c.
LAWNS AND MUSLINS, 7c. up.

GALATEA, 15c. to 19c.
INDIAN HEAD, White and Colore.
PERCALES.
RAINPROOF in Grey, 17c. goods, look like 75c.

1

] tlace aa she intenda
! icotia to live.
Llnwood Flint ahipped two apotted
I ynx Wednesday.
Maater Harry Morey picked fall bloomI
< d Mayflowers the 20th.
Onr physicians are very busy riding
< lay and nlgbt, hardly time to aleep.
The anmmer plague will aoon b· here,
1 he automobile.

Straw Suit Case Sale
$1.50 buys a 24 inch Straw Suit Case. I have
the better grades in straw suit cases for $2.00 and
$2.60. When in need of anything for a suit case,
bag or trunk you can Qnd the best assortment
and lowest prices at

rhe TUCKER HARNESS
JAMES

N.

FAVOR,

STORE,

Proprietor,

Ask to
bhose other

see

the NEW SILK MUSLINS for 15c. and all

things fancy by

name

and nature, too.

Yours sincerely,

S. a 4 Z. S. PRINCE
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY. MAINE.

rue <9xtavd

§emocvxL

of

the Seneca The Commissioner's Road

Clinton McKeen is employed

SOUTHPABJS.

setts.

concrete sidewalk is being built in
(r at of tbe house of H. E. Wilson on
Pleasant Street.
A

Wilbur L. Farrar is putting in quite
an extensive system of concrete walks
and driveway at hie place on Higb
Street.
Mrs. C. K. Fox of Bethel and Mise
Mabel Ricker of West Taris were guestt
Mr». George D. Robertson during tht
past week.

Josiah N\ Uorr has sold hie farm neat
Mall's Pond to Abel Huotari and John
Mr. Uorr will move bach
λ >mulainen.
into the village.

has beer
the winter with her daughter
Mrs. J. D Haynes, has returned to hei
borne in Sumner.

Mary Newell, who

spending

Vos«
Miss Martha Rideout, of 33
Avenue, Hyde Park, Mass., is to make
her future home here with her aunt,
Mrs. James E. Cole.

confectionery

store

hîfn.

Murphy's Saturday.
Mies Blanche Barrows, who

has a
sition iu Lewiston, was at home a short
time the tirst of last week.

Don't forget the auction Wednesday of
this week at the residence of Mrs. Louise
J. Briggs, Market Square, Sooth Paris.
Mrs. C. Â. Record of Abington, Maes.,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
B. Crockett, over Saturday and Sunday.
H. S. Pinkham of Somerville,
Ma»»., former pWor of the Baptist
cbur#ti here, is to lecture here June 1st.
Kev.

the
ladies of
Congregational
parish and society will meet with Mrs.
J. W. Chute Thursday afternoon, April
29.
The

Only a

few

days

of

April left,

cau without sorrow bid a
to its cold and leaden skies

last
and

The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will
bserve the anniversary of Odd Fellowship in America at Odd Fellows' Hall
this Monday evening with appropriate
exercises.
H G. Fletcher has purchased of John
Robinson of Oxford the Ford runab' Ut which the latter used last season.
F •-■'cher succeeded in keeping the fever
down last year, but it had to come.
W. Earle Stuart of this place, who has
L η for some time assistant in the high
school at Ilallowell, has been chosen
r.Lcipal of the high school at Strong,
beginning his work there this week.

and we

good-by
frequent

room.

g0f Dn8Andrew»'

Badly Crippled.

Editor Democrat:

We are once more io the big, noiay
city, and rather enjoy it after ao long a
atop in the qniet South. We apent a HAD MUSCULAR RHEUMATISM
Very pleaaant winter in Orlando, Fla.
Conld aee quite a growth of the place in
the six years aince onr flrat visit. OrUric-0 and Became Enlando lea very pleaaant, attractive oity, Used

and I do not aee why It should not be aa
healthy aa any place in Florida. The
of the city is not apaaroodical
nt steady. Many northerners build
cottagea and come down and apend the
winter. We bad a warm December, but
after that changeable, three froata that
killed many planta and early vegetablea.
We left April flrat for Jackaonville
where we apent two weeka. Florida
haa been well patronized thia winter,
though the aeaaon did not commence as
early aa usual.
Ail very well at present, and pleaaantly located in our old quarters where we
expect to remain for two weeks or more.
Were glad to And the Democrat waiting
for ua.
We ahall be glad to get back to our old
home at Buckneld, if you will get ua a
good houaekeeper to care for us.
Κ. N. Pbinck.

Srowth

new furnltnreroome
Mr. Sargent arrived on the forenoon
train, and began work immediately, first on Marston Street are well fitted for the
putting up on the wall a number of business and are attracting much attencharts illustrating road construction. He
L. Dean was taken to the
then spoke in a conversational way for
about an hour, taking up first the matter Augusta Hospital by Deputy Sheriff W.
to
roads.
The
law
these
of state
A. Bicknell the first of the *®ek·
relating
I
roads was briefly set forth, and the deMrs. Greenville Whitman, lateof Greentails of work then taken up.
the
Culllnan
has
wood,
place,
purchased
The first point mentioned by Mr. recently sold by John Judklne. Mre.
Sargent in connection with the work Whitman is repairing and making
was the advisability of making the state
road conetrucfion each year in the worst
h., purchaied .
The Outdoor Season.
ρ ace in the road. Having selected the twenty-five foot gMOlio·
(Columbia State.}
place, first look out for the surface drain- «η the lake this season. The "teener
The outdoor season is here. To thouage. Ί hen the underdraining where Zanita is also to be run to accommodate
sands
hundreds of thouaanda—this
that is necessary. Then the shaping of
the
understand that Myron Watson means base ball. To other thousands it
sub-grade and the surfacing.
V arious forms of culvert were described
has accepted a position as traveling means golf. To multitudes of othera It
meana autoing, motor boating, fishing,
including several of iron in » number of demonstrator with C. Π. Stuart A C
different forms. Drainage of the road Concentrated extracts and perfumes to hunting, tennis, camping, gardening,
was insisted upon by Mr. Sargent as the
rambling in the woods and fields. To
all these it means pure air and sunlight.
I»»'
first essential, and thorough construc- ι
To the majority of the devotees of the
tion of the culverts of whatever form, so
EngUnd Order of
that they would be permanent, was treat- I at its state convention held at Belfast. out-of-doora it meaua redder blood,
He reports a very pleasant
ed as likewise essential.
stronger muscles, clearer brains, strongAfter Mr. Sargent had finished, the
Miss Mina Jewett of the Bellevue er hearta and generally better health and
was
devoted
session
assistant
a lengthening of the lease of life.
of
the
forenoon
New
York
rest
Hospital,
City,
to general discussion, principally on tho nurse, is with her mother, Mrs. Horace
Rev. Dr. W. F. Berry of Kent's Hill
details of permanent road work which Cole, for a short vacation.
The report is that Carl Foes has con- and Rev. W. P. Lord have been chosen
had been reviewed by Mr. Sargent.
Civic
At the afternoon session Mr. Sargent structed a gasoline launch during the secretaries of the Maine Christian
League, the Maine Methodist Confercalled attention to some changes in the winter, of most excellent
ence, of which they are members, constate road law made this winter, the The boat is sixteen foot
serving at Its meeting
principal one being that the towns will beam and the motor is a 5 1 2 horse- senting to their
last week. Dr. Berry was the first secnot be required to set aside any portion 1
'if their regular highway appropriation
Murch has taken the. William- retary of the league, but for some years
for that work, but will make a specific son house at the Falls and Luther Emer- has been out of active work in it. Rev.
and Ε. II. Emery will conappropriation for state road work, and son. who formerly occupied tbe place, H. X. Pringle
tinue as secretaries of the league, which
will receive from the state an amount has moved to the north of Pearl Street.
Stevens has hired Dunbaea β will now have four secretaries.
from two dollars for each one

li°Romanzo
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—

wo'iï

Pro«.|»lo»

rec®P^D·

my occupation. Through tbe recommendation of druggist H. H. Nutter, I
began the use of Uric-0 and bave taken
six bottles and can truthfully say tbe
remedy bas entirely cured me.
I have treated with tbe most eminent
doctors and bave used various medicines
recommended by friends, but neither
gave relief.
I am glad to testify to the merits of
Uric-0 for rheumatism and believe that
it will cure tbe most obstinate forms of
this terrible disease.
Oric-O is sold and recommended by
Shurtleff & Co. at 75o. and $1.00 the
bottle. They will furnish samples and
literature upon request or same can be
obtained by writing to the Smith Drug
Co., 220 Smith Building, Syracuse, Ν. Y.

lot, 3 yds.
center,
One lot, 3 yds.
One

ter,

extra

!

t

The Fau-Tan Club held its last regular I
meeting for the season at Fan-Tan Hall
Tuesday evening. An elegant supper
was served by the members of the third
(i vision of the club, and the remainder
f the evening was spent socially.

44 in.

wide, fancy border,

long,

54 in.

wide, scroll border, plain

value

RUGS.

11.00
cen-

These rugs are the very best quality for the money, extra
heavy pile of Saxony and Axminster Moqnet in Oriental

$1.25

yds. long, 45 In. wide, dalnly pattern in bow
91.50
knots, both center and border,
91.75
One lot, 3 yds. χ 60 In., scroll pattern, extra value,
One lot, 3 1-2 yds. χ 52 in. wide, fino mesb, small dainty
One lot, 3

and Floral

52x27

$2.00
pattern,
Several other patterns in finer meshes, dainty designs, ex|2 50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50
tra fine values at

Arabian

or

In
These curtains are in one, two or three pair lots.
of the lots one curtain is slightly soiled being a sample. The better ones in both White and Ecru come in
four and five pair lots.

White Curtains.
Several
One

yet anything provided

pleased

to

lot,

styles
extra

$100,
$1.50,
yds. long χ

size,

price 79c
price #1.00

sale

that were

sale

were

wide,

#1 75,
sale price #1.25
cale price #1.50
One lot, two pairs, were #2.00,
One lot, large curtains, fresh, 5 pairs, were #2 75,

Several styles, 3 1-2

Curtain loops, in silk and cotton, whito and ecru,
5c, 10c, 20c pair
We have described only one style in each price but wo
We will be

for #3.60, #3.08

some

$1.00, $1 25, $1.75. $2.00, $3.25

bave several.

#1.98, #2 50, #2.98

WHITE AND ECRU CURTAINS
MARKED DOWN.

Ecru Curtains.

are

for #1.00

for

...

72x30

These curtains are becoming more popular each year on
account of their extreme durability. This season we have
The
more styles to select from, besides hotter values.

prices

designs.

36x18

Several styles in Bobbinet in both white and ecru.
50c, 75c, 98c
Door panels in both white and ecru,

is your beat friend ; treat it
right. Abuse ît end it will
forsake you and there is

Philip

60 in.

were

sale

price #1

75

sale price #2 00
bale price #2 50

Two lots, fine mesh curtains, were #3.00,
Two lots, extra fine values, were #3 50,

show them whether

that will take its

YOUR EYES

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS

«■"'",,'ί'Κ

The "Peerless" Adjustable Willow Screen

SiSt

Harvesting
flachinery.

P1ChaaHe8SFlander8

»^Μ?β Claîa

firJt ÎeportTdkthat

The Farmer Needs Bank Account
Much
Any Other
Business Man.

Every Description.

firGeorgeei?eRobineon

J. P. RICHARDSON, South Paris. THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
B·

Ρ
ADVANCE

Having

prepared

Machinery,

cott®Ke".*J* Mowing Machines,

Gasoline

E. 0.

To

HILLETT,

j

Paris,

HIGH-O-ME.

1

women

who

Rolls New Wall Paper
Ready for Inspection.

can

really

appreciate

Call and

smart and elegant
footwear we recommend the extensive line of

Engines, Etc.|

Repairs

The

Queen Quality Oxfords
we are

showing, in various

new

Linoleums,
is complete.

N.

Queen Quality of to-day. It is
class by itself, its sales are far in
advance of all other shoes for women.
"
"
Oxfords are in
The Queen Quality
Lace, Button and Blucher styles, and
in Tan, Patent, Kid and Gun Metal
in

"

"

a

SOUTH:

Right.

Mattings,

Oilcloths,

&c.,

Bolster Co.,

SEE MY NEW LINE OF

REGAL

FurnUher,

ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

PARIS.

...

ALSO

SOME

NEW

FERRIS

Millinery

and

Miss S. M.

MARKET

SQUARE,

...

ROVAL

AND

WORCESTER

Telephone 106-3.

CORSETS.

NUMBERS

IN THE

WAISTS.

Fancy Goods.
Wheeler,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SPRING OXFORDS
AT FROTHINOHAM'S.

indigestion
Larpo

samples.

send for

Carpets, Art Squares, Rugs,

Dayton

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
F. PLUMMER,

or

"The Store That Saves You Money."

leathers.

J.

them

Styles Are New.

Onr stock of

styles

and leathers. The woman who knew
44
only the Queen Quality" of a few
years ago can have no conception of
the

see

The Prices Are

MI-ONA
Cures

Norway, Maine.

of

Horse Bakes,
Disc & Tooth Harrows,
Cream Separators,

of grit

snow

cur-

you purchase or not.
place.
Ecru Curtains.
raised in the smallest towns, to seventy- Hall at West Paris and is running a
"I'D RATHER DIE, DOCTOR,
Base Ball.
five cents for each dollar raised in the course of assemblies there with very
aro
AND
COUCH
curtains
These
L.
M.
said
large curtains, all have corded patfeet
cut
have
than
PORTIERES,
off,"
my
largest towns, up to a certain limit.
terns.
attended tbe campfire of Bingham of Princeville, III., "but you'll
The amount appropriated by the state
MC. FALLS H S. 8; PARIS H. S. 6.
TABLE COVERS.
sale price #1.98
and the William K. Kimball Post, South Paris die from gangrene (which had eaten
One lot, two pairs, were #2.50,
Under weather conditions that made! has been considerably increased,
may need Glass aid ; conwill remain after the Saturday, are enthusiastic In their praise away eight toes) if you don't," said all
: surplus which
in
two toned colors, oriental designs and plain.
Portieres
ball
and
which
Two lots, large curtains, heavily corded, were $3 00 and
us.
You owe them
sult
good
playing impossible
Bucklen's
used
Instead—he
doctors.
towns have hadjtheir aid may be expend- of tbe entertainment given them.
sale price #2.50
were much
more suitable for football
#3 25,
These come single or by the pair, $2.50, $4.50, $4 98, $5 98,
that much. We wi'l charge
j
wholly cured. Its
I
The water In the lake has reached high Arnica Salve till
than base ball, Paris High School base ed by the state commissioner, with the
sale price 13 00
One lot, extra value, were #3.75,
j
cures of Eczema, Fever Sores, Boils,
*7.50.
for
advice.
and
now
of
water
«owners
are
the
mark.
Power
council,
nothing
governor
ball team went down in defeat in its tirst. approval
25c
of
the
to Burns and Piles astound the world.
water
in
in
the
of
the
abundance
improvement
reaping
permanent
1
name of the season, which was played
it F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s.
of the state where- run their mills.
on the high
school grounds Saturday main thoroughfares
YOUR EYES WILL BE
H .,
it
most.
and
RailWestern
need
tbe
ever
Again
Norway
they
times
afternoon. Considering the few
j Commissioner
SAFE IN OUR CARE.
Sargent said that he way is to be built. This time a repreBorn.
that the weather has been suitable fori
it would be well to spend some ! sentative from Boston is tbe moving
practice and the Tying conditions under thought
i
dirt
is
of our
spirit, and it is reported that there
which the game was played, the work of ; time considering the care
In Went Pari*, April 17, to the wife of Mark
S. RICHARDS,
the large part of nome prospect that the agitation may lioata, a daughter.
both teams was very creditable. The roads, which make up
ί
j
In North I'arls, April 1Î, to the wife of Samuel
the
Incidentο
of
our
in
the
construction
result
actual
highways.
Mechanic Palls bore came by team and the mileage
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST.
a son.
he remarked that while a road ma- ! road. AU that is now asked is a local ICeene,
were so late in arriving that it was near- j ally
In Reddlnr, April 1», to the wife of George
chine was an excellent thing with which Hubscription list of fifty thousand dol- Iteddlng, a sou.
X
6 Pleasant St., South Paris. Me.
!y three o'clock before the game was,
In Lovell, April 12, to the wife of the late
to build dirt roads, in his opinion it hail lars, being about one-third ?f
started.
1
A.
Franklin
A.
α
Kenl-ton, eon,
in the care of tbem. cost of tbe system.
The $50,000 in stoi κ Prank
There are a large number of men try- been used too much
In Itryant's Pon<l, March 2β. to the wife of
in his remarks he had will not be payable until the road is com- Herman E. Billing», a daughter, Dorothea
ing for positions on the team this spring At auuther point
that he ! pleted, or late this next summer or early Emma.
and the team which met Mechanic Palls thrown· out the suggestion
j
it wise in many towns ;
High Saturday was not picked until Pri- should consider
a
to have one or two men employed to i
Snell, on search and selxure,
Married.
day night, and there is little doubt but
for the roads, was before the municipal court Thurswhat there will be some changes before spend their time caring
the culverts rlav
lie pleaded guilty and was senas
as
another game is played as those who traveling over tbem, keeping
In Rumford, April 20, by Rev. J. A. LaThe Best Thing Yet Out Is
out the stones, tenced to
.
Flamme, assisted bv R v. Fr. Deellct*, Mr.
show up best this week will get the and ditches clear, raking
hollows which develop, and and given sixty days in jail, and sixty lohn T. Roderick or Rumford and Mise Mur·
the
tilling
chance to play against Bridgton High
caret Louise Martin of Bangor.
in shape generally.
days additional in default of tbe
School next Saturday. Like most high : keeping them
In Canton Point, April 17, by Rev. E. W.
payother complaint
The
or two was then spent in ! ment of the fine.
hour
An
Webber, Mr Arthur R. Eastman and Mies Mlnschool teams they are weak in batting!
An inquiry ! was filed. He was sent to jail.
ile V. Burnham.
THIS BANK is for everyone, not for the rich alone but also for
and the best hitters will probably get rather informal discussion.
In Norway, April 17, by Rev. M. C. Ward, Mr.
by Mr. Sargent as to how many used the ! Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carroll were in Clarence
Vera
the regular places on the team.
and
Mrs.
who have only a little and are striving to make more.
those
Margery
Harry Grover
had to re- Auburn Patriots' Day. They returned Flint.
BECAUSE
After shutting out the visitors in the split log drag, and what they
of
a
F.
We
want the business of young men, of business men and especially
R.
not
a
In
was
after
Eeq
the
staples,
WelchvlUe,
April
17,
about
by
very pleasant
it,
productive
following day
tirst half of the tirst inning the home port
Wr. Aithur M. staples and Miss Zella Bryant,
To
Indeed, only one1 visit with Mrs. Carroll s people.
do we want the accounts of the farmers in this scction of the state.
It is made to fit all stock size windows.
team got but-y at once and scored four general response.
>oth of WelchvlUe.
The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist church
from Harrison, spoke up promptly !
runs on three singles, a base on balls man,
the
than
or
attachments.
convenience
without
Fits the window casing
no one is a bank account more of a protection
made practical use cleared twenty dollars on their food sile
:
and a double. They did not score again and admitted having
Died.
stated that it had proved an at the vestry Friday.
farmer.
Our dealings will always be as liberal as safe banking will perCan be raised at will, and will "stay put."
until the sixth when a single, a double of it. He
for caring for a ! Ο M. Cummings is to re-open his livand an error gave them one run and excellent implement
out
in
taken
or
The
farmer who carries a balance with us during part of the year
Can
be
mit.
instantly.
put
and that j ery stable with Adna Keene as hostler.
In Parle, April 22, Melvlna, wife of Henry
would have given them another had it ; road that was properly shaped,
it under ordinary ! Mr. Camming· has been long in the Burgee», aged about 6Λ years.
of
the
and
using
tools
whatever,
a credit that will be worth much to him if he can make
no
will
thus
establish
Needs
expeuse
not been lost by foolish base running,
In Bethel, April 18, Mr·. Anne Rowe Burbank,
j
was not far from a dollar a
business and is well known by all, with iged 75 years.
Another single and a double gave them I conditions
more money by borrowing at other times.
Is
fly-tight.
of
absolutely
Barrows
had
H.
said
he
James
is
In
whom he
Portland, April 20,
which Mr. Sargent
very popular.
their last run in the eighth, they being mile,
Mell W. Sampson has purchased Camp Bethel, aged 77 years.
to be approximately the cost in
retired in one, two, three order in the, found
In ordering, simply give number of lights in a window,
Iu WelchvlUe, April 11, Mrs. Stephen D. JillFARMERS
some
bad
seen
who
of
Frank
fomus
R.
Others
most places.
Taylor.
I ton, aged 72 years.
ninth.
and size of one light.
of
wife
said that it had
has
commenced
F.
Whitman
In
C.
of
the
George
the
Cora,
work
22,
of
April
Albany,
drag
Judge
Mechanic Palls' first run came in the
a
bank
account at THIS STRONG NATIONAL BANK
try keeping
wherever they had work on his Crescent Street house. The I Summing*.
third on a hit by Prince which slow made a good road
In Byron, April 22, John Houghton, aged 82
will be greatly Improved and
huildines
it.
observed
find
out
for
and
rears.
yourselves how safe, convenient and easy it is.
fielding allowed him to turn into a home j
Winter roads received a share of at..Urged. When the j.dge In Bockhnd, Mass., Joseph Packard, formerly Barbed Wire, Nails, Garden Tools, Paints, Oils,
run.
Two singles followed this hit, but
82
>f
P.uckfleM,
aged
years.
in the form of a discus- does work be does it well·
I In West Porter, Joseph LIbby, aged 61 years,
with men on second and third Cutting tention, largely
A number of
Don't delay but mail your deposit TO-DAY.
sion of snow rollers.
Irving Frost has again gone to Poland I months, β days.
Hardware of
gut the next two batters on strikes.
rollers
used
will
be
find
where
those present had either
Spring,
employment In Brldgton, April 22, William Cutler of East
Three errors, a single, a double and a
Denmark.
themselves or had seen them used in during the summer at his trade.
gave Mechanic Palls four runs in

varying

triple
and their opinion seemed to
Mr. and Mrs. John Burnham of Portthe fifth and they followed this up by their towns,
be in general that a snow roller, proper- land were with their Norway friends tbe
Richtwo
sixth
on
at
Samuel
more
the
three
in
chimney
scoring
built, makes a good road, can be
ards' Thursday evening called for the triple», a double and a single. They ly
will occupy the
drawn comfortably under ordinary con-j
services of the chief engineer and some were unable to score again in the last
ditions by six horses, and the work done new tenement in O. P. Brooks' bouse on
assistants, though no alarru was given. three innings.
than by other methods, ί
In Lawler Mechanic Falls has a fine at less expense
The chimney got pretty hot, but no
Mr. Sargent cited the case of one town
accepted a posid image was done, and the fire was sub- pitcher and all round ball player, but it
where the average cost of winter roads tion as headman of the Readfleld telleis too bad be is so well aware of the
dued by the use of salt and chemicals.
half
since
in
cut
Mr.
has been just about
Buswell, who
phone exchange.
fact. Prince did some great batting and ;
Names of graduates of*Seneca Hiirh
rollers, and others bad charge of tbe work, has gone to the
began
using
they
third.
at
a
clean
game
Campbell played
stated that the roads had been ί Wilton district, where he will have
School:
Lord was the weak spot in the visiting present
taken the agency
made at much less cost by tbem than charge of similar work.
M aric»ret Taylor,
Virile WUeon.
.1
team.
,
Florence Haskell.
Agues Morton,
S. H. Hayden, wif^
Osborne Farm
for
the
lormeriy.
Withand
Rawson
home
the
For
Grace
team,
Thayer
Ivy Morton,
Among those registered as présentât Haverhill, Mass., were with Mrs- tiara
Harriett Barnes,
Λ utile Hilton.
am did nearly all the batting, although
I am
the
Mr.
s,
A.
mother,
were:
Alton
Wheeler,
the
Hayden
Hayden,
meeting
George Brig*»,
Curtis' double was very timely comicg
Walter Maxln:,
lU-tioge Bean.
furnish
to
Canton.
A.
Delano.
with two men out and scoring two runs.
Crank Taylor.
Thomas Barnes,
several
is
Henry l>. llammon<l, Parle.
Albert Park.
Arthur Kort*o,
Cutting bad tine control and was effectJ. H.'Rues, Oxford.
to be erected on the «hore of he lake
Frank A. Farrar, Parle.
The Stover boose on Nichols Street ive except two innings. Nothing got by \ William
this season. One will be built oy a
C. Stearns, Paris.
and his throwing tu the base»
has been sold to Oscar F. Bowker of Barrows
Hiram M. Berry, Parle.
former landlord of tbeBwl'sHouse, A.
men
at
second
he
two
was
caught
R L. Cummlngs, West Parle.
Κ Paul, to cost from #1,500 to #2,000.
Bryant's Pond, formerly for a number of and tine,
A. E. Cowell, Weot Lebanon.
had another if his throw bad not
and
Tbe ladies of the Universaliet society
years at South Paris. Mr. Bowker
Ε. H. Pike, Greenwood.
The
score:
been
dropped.
bis family are to come here and occupy
R. L Taylor, Mexico.
will give a supper at Concert Hall Tu
and
F.
Roxbury.
R.
Newell
Charles
Taylor,
the house. Charles
dav evening, April 27.
MC. FALLS H. S.
Ε L. Sanford, Worcester, Mae?.
family, who bave occupied the house
Walter R. Ross has moved to tbe Frost
A.B. Κ. B.H. P.O. Α. Κ j
S. II. Goodwin. Bangor.
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0
move
4
!
will
3
1
ΰ
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some
for
time,
Lawler. ρ
Η. N. Upton, Bethel.
place on Pike Hill.
I
0.
1
5
2
12
2
Whltm tn, l b
Charles W. Bcwker, Parle.
of Mrs. Tirrell on High Street.
1
2
2
2
3
1
McCann, β.β
George W. Holmes. Norway.
Cushman Outside or quarantine.
0
3
0
0
11
5
Anderson Milieu, Norway.
The South Paris Board of Trade will l.onl, C
ο
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1
1
5
0
ileserre, c.f
North Hartford, Apr. 21,1909.
George H. Dunn, Norway.
b"ld a meeting at their rooms in Engine McKlnnon, l.f
ο
ο
ϋ
1
4
ΰ
James S. Wright, Parle.
I bave been sort of quiet the past winη
11 Η. H. Cushman, Woodstock.
1
1
l
5
House Hall, South Paris, Friday evening, Maine. 2-b
for Same.
And All
ter. I will here state that I am not
0
0
3
0
4
3-b
0j Q. M Chute, Harrison.
April 30, at 7 o'clock, with a banquet at Campbell,
0
0
0
3
4
3
Harrison.
r.t.
enow.
About
in
rusher
Δ.
S.
a
Prince,
Kueehnd,
much
deep
s:30 at Hotel Andrews. The committee
two weeks ago I thought I would crawl
15
3
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bave made special effort to get ont each
Totals
Resolutions.
an
friend in North
and
visit
old
out
member of the South Paris Board of
Full line of NEW CARRIAGES,
P. H. S.
Another comrade has passed from this Hartford. About that time the lady
Trade, and with the list of invited
a
to
A.
K. world of sunshine and shadow
A.B. E. B.H. P.O.
The
CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and
had
a sick child.
where
boarded
I
guests, expect one of the best meetings Haggett, 2-b
5
0
1
ο
ο
5
home above, and with unbound- doctor called it indigestion. So I sug0 j brighter
9
3
5
1
1
the board has ever held. It ie hoped Barrow*, c
REPAIRS.
feel
we
Father
in
our
Heavenly
1
3
7
2
4
gested that while the child was indigest2, ed faith
that each member of the South Paris R«wson, β.s
0
1 that all is well.
6
3
2
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Therefore,
Witham, l b
ed I would make my visit. A few days
banto
the
a
ticket
Board will secure
110,
10
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Low. 11. l.f
Resolved, That iu the death of Com- after I left the doctor happened to think
2
0
0
1
4
0
quet of either W. L. Gray, secretary, or Kimball, 3-b
0 ; rade Orange P. Small, W. K. Kimball the child bad scarlet fever. So the board
0
1
0
1
4
W. J. Wheeler, A. E. Shurtleff, W. A. Cunts c.f
0 Post, G. A. R., has lost an honored mem- of health blockaded, quarantined, or
ϋ
2
3
4
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Hon. Charles S. Cutting, ρ
Porter, committee.
0
ο
0
ο
ο
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Eamob, r.f.
ber, whose kindly heart and genial man- whatever yon call it, the house. So
H io h born of August», president of the
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endeared him to all the members of they are In and I am out, for how long I
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β
β *26
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Totale
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State Board of Trade, and the presidents
Comrade Small manifested cannot tell, probably not "ad infinitum."
our order.
Rumof the boards of trade at Norway,
Maine,
•McKlnnon oat, hit by butted ball.
hie love fur our country by serving as a (This word is Latin. All readers of the South
ford Fall· and Portland, bave been insoldier in its defeose during the ι Democrat who don't know how to EnScore by Innings.
private
vited to be present.
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 «-Total. ; dark days of the rebellion.
glish it can skip It.)
As my trunk was out in the wood
j Resolved, That this Post extend to the
About one hundred Odd Fellows and Me. Falls H. S.,.0 0104300 0-8
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0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0- 6
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4
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8
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sympathy
houee, the board of health decided that
Rebekahs attended the annual Odd FelEarned runs, Mc. Falls H. S. 7; P. H. 8. 4.' their loss, and that these resolutions be it would be safe enough to send and get
lows' sermon, which was given at the Two base-hit*,
rhat's the Way to Pronounce HyoVVlthain 2, Curtis. Lawler, Mc- j
our records, also a copy sent it, and I got it.
I still keep the trunk
Methodist church Sunday afternoon by Cann.
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mei, the Money-Back Catarrh Cure.
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where
Prince.
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Rev. T. N. Kewley. Rev. J. H. Little Prince. Home run.
Struck out by
IT Lawler 1; off Cutting 1.
Henry Maxim, )
As doubt existe in the minds of many
iHon't know what may happen, but I
aud Rev. A. T. McWhorter assisted in Lawler
Left on bases, Mc.
13; by Cutting 7.
W. S. Starbird, > Committee.
am getting on to the home stretch of readers of the Democrat let us say that I
the opening services. The singing was Falls H.S. 6; P. H.S. 5. First base on errors,
)
John Murch,
life, and soon I shall pass the grand the above is the proper pronunciation of
by the regular choir of the church. Mr. Mc. Falls H. 8. 5; P. H. 8. 2. Umpire, Clark.
stand. There are a very few in town America's most wonderful catarrh cure.
Kewley's text was from that passage Scorer, Thayer.
of Fryeburg Alumni.
Boston
Reunion
older than myself, but I distinctly re- F. A. Sburtleff & Co. are the agents for
where God asks Cain, "Where is thy
Next Saturday Paris High school will j
The reunion and annual meeting of the momber their old familiar faces. Old Hyomei in South Paris and they will
brother?" and Cain replies, "Am I ray
High School on the high ! Association of the Alumni and Friends Uncle Calvin
Bridgton
play
Gurney I call to mind more Bell you an inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei,
brother's keeper?" Mr. Kewley is not school grounds. Last season Bridgton
will be held April than the rest, for be always wore a smil- and full instructions for use, for only $1.
himself an Odd Fellow, but he gave a had a fast team and no doubt Paris will i of Fryeburg Academy
Room, second ing countenance and a large pair of overAnd if it fails to cure acute or chronic
discourse which was fully appreciated be Obliged to play good ball to win next | 30, 1009, in the Directors'
alls. Quite a number of suns rolled catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, croup, bay
door, South Station, Boston.
by the Odd Fellows as well as all others Saturday.
O.
S.
Mr.
D.
Lowell, overhead before he died.
fever or coughs and colds, they will give
After the banquet
present. Ue set forth the fatherhood of
of the Roxbury Latin
Wm. Cushman.
you your money back. The person who
God and the brotherhood of man as
At the fair grounds Saturday Norway ; head master
on
the
address
a
brief
will
Buffers from catarrh after such an offer
give
foundation principles of Odd Fellowship, High easily defeated Gould Academy of j School,
Sumner Henry Needham.
as that, must like to snuffle, spit and
as they are of Christianity, declared that Bethel by a score of 12 to 1.
Norway progress of Esperanto.
On June 17, 1865, a monument to wheeze, and be generally disgusting.
Reception at β o'clock. Dinner, 91.25,
the place for all true Odd Fellows is in scored seven runs in one inning, the
Read what Mr. O. F. Lowe says:
Luther Crawford Ladd and Addison Otis
the church, and urged that the order use Bethel team going completely to pieces. at 0:30.
Mart Barrows,
"I have used Hyomei for a case of
Whitney, two of the four soldiers beits great united power in forwarding the
Assistant Secretary,
The West Paris Grammar school boys
longing to the 6th Massachusetts regi- nasal catarrh which had bothered me for
cause of
righteousness. The church
Huntington Chambers, Boston. ment, who were killed by a mob in Balti- a long time. I can say that Hvomei
failed to put in an appearance here Satwas well filled.
more on April 19,1861, was dedicated at killed the germs of the disease and gave
urday so there was no gam β at the brick
The terms of the members of the en- Lowell, Miss. Gov. John A. Andrew me the much sought and needed relief.
"A good stop," which won the ap- school house grounds.
Comforcement commission
of that state was the orator of the occa- From this experience I know Hyomei to
(Sturgis
plause of all who saw it, was made Friknown) hav- sion, and on page 16 of his address he to be a reliable remedy, and I give it the
day night by IVarl Keniston, a young hearing on Closing Stony Brook. mission as it is commonly
man who is employed by A. W. Walker
ing expired, Governor Fernald last week mentions Sumner Henry Needham and praise and recommendation that it deA petition regarding the closing of made new
Λ Son.
appointments. The new com- says that be was born in Bethel, Maine. serves."—G. F. Lowe, R. F. D. No. 7,
As P. M. Walker was driving
to
was
to
Brook
presented
fishing
mission is composed of Hon. Henry W. I should think that your Betbel corre- Allegan, Mich., September 10, 190S.
home with a single horse from the house Stony
that
and
body
last
the
by
legislature,
Oaken of Auburn, George M. Phénix of spondent could tell something as to
W. !.. Farrar, where he was doing
referred to the commissioners of fish Alfred and Andrew P. Havey of Sulli- where Needham was born.
Inquirer.
some concrete work, one of the reins
The commissioners give van. Mr. Oakes Is the only reappointand game.
broke while he was coming down High
notice that they will give a hearing on ment. All the members of the commisFREEZE THE SOUL.
TO
WORDS
Street. The horse ran, and Mr. Walker,
the matter, on Tuesday, May 4, at 10 ▲.
in the legislature. Mr.
"Your son has consumption. His
having no means of controlling him, M., at the Grand Trunk passenger sta- sion have servedthe Democratic
appalling
jumped off. The horse went on, turned tion at South Paris, when all who desire Havey, who is of last winter's member, case is hopeless." These
legislature, words were spoken to Geo. E. Blevens, a
was a member
into Gothic Street and then through
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomheard.
be
and
may
resubmission
against
of
voted against
Springfield, N. C., ach, belching, and cures all stomach die·
leading merchant
Church Street into Pleasant. Mr. Kenasks that the brook may
The
was
and
petition
the
of
a
law,
doctors—one
lung spe- ease or money back.
Sturgis
box of tabby two expert
iston, with a doable taam, was unload- be closed to all fishing for the term of the repeal
of the law requiring that cialist. Then was shown the wonaerful
lets 60 oenti. Druggists in all towns.
ing sidewalk material in front of H. E. three years, and thereafter opened only the originator enforcement
comthe
o.'
New
the
by
of
Dr.
Discovery.
crosswise
set
expense
W lison s, and bad his team
King's
power
on Wednesday of each week.
NOTICE.
mission shall be paid by the county "After three weeks' use," writes Mr.
The running
at the side of the street.
Stony Brook was formerly a remark- where the work is done, not by the state Blevens, "be was as well as ever. I
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
blindness
with
that
affected
horse, being
administrator of the
t rout stream, but has been a
been
has
duly
appointed
ably
good
the
in
as now.
would not take all the money
which seems to strike horses under those
estate of
good deal overworked for the past
world for what it did for my boy." InF. SMALL, late of Paris,
ORANGE
condit one, came on directly toward the
twelve or fifteen years.
the In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
team. Running toward him, Mr. KenisOn Thursday, April 29, at Dunham's fallible for Coughs and Colds, it's
bonds as the law directs. All penons having
West Paris, W. W. Dunham will safest, surest cure of desperate Lung demands
ton succeeded in veering him enough so
the estate of said deceased are
Hall,
A hearing was held at Bowdoinham sell at auction his farming tools, a par- diseases on earth. 50c and 11.00 at F. desired toagainst
that the wheel only bit the end of the
present the same for settlement, and
before State Commissioner of tial list of which is
satis- all Indebted thereto are requested to make
&
Guarantee
Co.'s.
the
A.
Shurtteff
Tuesday
on
it
bills,
given
pole or the double teaψ, setting
Gilman on the question of ;
p.-iyraiDt Immediately.
and a considerable quantity of house- faction. Trial bottle free.
around some, and slacking the rtinnor Agriculture
ROBERT O. SMALL.
April 20 h, MM.
the statu stipend from the
at 10 a. m.
WALTER L. GRAY, Agent.
Sale
hold
begins
somewhat. Without au instant's hesita- withholding
goods.
redecision
their
the
In
Society—or
making public
Agricultural
Sagadohoc
and
the
after
team,
ran
Keniston
tion,
Λ OTIC t.
garding the train wreck at Millinooket
To pa ha m fair, as it is better known. It
got busy at onc«. He climbed into the
UP BEFORE THE BAR.
1n which an engineer was killed, the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
that gambling games were run
back of the wagon and over the front ol is alleged
Ν. H. Brown, an attorney of Pittsfleld, railroad commissioners state that the ac- has been duly appointed administrator of the
fair last fall. Assistant Attorney
estate of
it, got down on one thill and worked at the
writes: "We have used Dr. King's cldent was the fault of the night operstate.
the
for
Vt.,
Barnes
JAMES S. WIDBER, late of Dlxfleld,
General
appeared
forward enough to get hold of the one
testified New Life Pills for years and find them ator, who opened the semaphore without In the County of Oxford, deceasod, and given
students
Bowdoin
Two
College
the
retn, which was flapping about
as the law directs. AU persons having
bonds
we
wouldn't
raedictne
line
was
clear.
They
knowing that the
saw gambling game* ruoning suoh a good family
demands against the estate of said deceased
horse's forelegs. Then be jumped t«j that they
fair. Officers of the fair, police- be without them." For Chills, Consti- ; further say that the operator is a boy of are desired to present tho same for seulement,
at
the
succeedwork
the ground, and by lively
and newspaper reporters testified pation, Biliousness or Sick Headache 17» and they do not think a boy of that and all ladebtea thereto are requested to mako
ed in turning the horse and finally men
payment Immediately.
that
they saw no gambling. Commis- they work wonders, 25o at F. A. Shurt- age should be placed in a position where 1 April »th, 1909.
an
was
It
JOHN O. WIDBER.
standstill.
a
to
brought bin
leff Λ Co.'·.
he control· the movement of trains.
sioner (il I man reserved bis deeielon.
lot
a

drop

long,

Our line of Muslin Curtains is larger than ever, 42 l-2c, 50c,
75c, 8712c, «1.00, $1.25, $1 50.

EYE SIGHT
not

comes

MUSLIN CURTAINS.

PERFECT

°Erneet

fT,

Mayflowers are brought in, but
reported that the prospect is fora

thai took

attractive and serviceable

the need of

dainty,
With house cleaning time
John B. Graffatn, « well known signal
We have more than fifty
tender in tbe Maine Central Railroad
which can be found in our new and complete Spring stock.
tains,
yards at Pittsfield, Me., baa the followArabian.
and
White
in
different designs to select from
ing to aay in favor of Uric-O.
For several years past, I suffered untold tortures from muscular rheumatism.
Conch Coven io Oriental and Persian pattern·, made a·
I paid very little notice to tbe trouble at
WHITE LACE CURTAINS.
near as possible to represent the rich Oriental fabric·,
first, thinking it wonld pass away as I
30 In. wide, neat pattern, only 50c
from #1.25 to $3.50 inclusive.
grew older, but instead, from year to One lot, 2 1-2 yds. long,
year the disease increased until my mns- One lot, 3 yds. long, 30 In. wide, scroll border, small figTable Covers in Tapestry, in plain and mixed color·, 30c
60c
tbe
at
contracted
had
become
so
cles
ured center,
to $3 98, according to size.
knee that I was almost unable to follow One
lot, 2 1-2 yds. long, 36 In. wide, bow knot pattern, 75c

"orkmaD8fh'Pt
keeJ'®v®*°

Gorman

me

A burning

tirely Cured and Recommends the Remedy to Fellow Workmen.

Lace Curtain a Rug Sale.

ec^|J

pastor.

Sunday being Conference Sunday,
there were no services at the Methodist
church except the Odd Fellows' sermon,
which was a special service, in the afterRev. T. X. Kewley came home
noon.
from the conference for that service.

grand jury

5?

Horn· from South.
New Yobk, April 20,1909.

£

A meeting of the Uni versai ist parish
wii; be held at the church Tuesday evening >f this week, tq act upon the resignation of S. E. Tucker as trustee and
II. Little an
tv lector, and of Rev. J.

The town has bought of D. H. Bean a
of land back of the Oxford creamery,
I·»' feet square, on which to build a
house for the storage of road machines
ami other tools, according to the vote of
the town at the annual meeting.

IffV

ANNUAL

Railroad Man

Way

£

I he cedar hedges on both sides of the
at the residence of Hon. James S
Wright on Pleasant Street, which had
bren largely killed by the blight during
tl
past two years, have been removed.

ir is
small crop. Only a few buds are to be
*een. the drought of last year probably
hiving been so severe as to prevent them
from forming.

On the

K°Tho80' who'

B.

><

NOBWAY.

Th. entertainment ,t th. Op.» Hon·.
Tuesday evening, Tbe American Girl,
by Geo. F. Hall Company, «
pleasing and satisfactory enterUinment.
The ball waa well filled.
It is reported that Geo. E. Walker,
road commissioner, has resigned. Resignatlon takes effect May 1st. There are
! several
candidates for the position.
The corporation asaessors bave ap
pointed Ernest W. Hutchins, «on-io-law
W. C. Leavltt, police in place of Mr
Hall who served for the past
position commands a salary of #600 pe
spectators made np a respectable au- year There were a number of candipo- dience. The meeting was held in the dates for this office which is considered a

Mre. Cora Knight Clifford of Strong
stopped here a short time last week, on "showers."'
her way to the Maine Metbodist ConMrs. Henry Burgess died at her home
ference ar Berlin, Ν. H.
on Elm Hill Thursday night, and the
Rev. T. N. Kewley has been returned funeral
was held
Sunday afternoon.
the Maine
to tbe South Paris church by
Burial at Norway. Mrs. Burgess was
Metbodist Conference held at Berlin,
(15 years of age.
about
X. H., which has just adjourned.
The South Paris Baptist church is to
Mrs. L. C. Morton bas been visiting
have a new pipe organ. Through the
her son Clarence at West Paris over Sunefforts of the pastoc, Rev. J. W. Chesday, and will leave Monday afternoon br<», a promise wassecurod
from Andrew
for a visit to relatives in Massachusetts.
Carnegie of a gift of $800 provided the
Paris
in
South
Advertised letters
poet- church raised an equal amount. The
othce April !2t5:
necessary $800 was secured by the
church in pledges within a few days durMrs. Carl Peterson.
Karl Davie
ing the past two we«?ks, and Mr. CarneC. Κ Hewett.
gie's contribution is expected soon. The
Ε. II. Dorr of Mexico, formerly at additional amount required to install the
■» uth
Paris for a number of years, was organ in the church will now be secured,
Ifre last week on a short business trip. the Ladies' Aid taking the lead in this
Mrs. I)orr has visited here for a week woik.

recently.

Meeting.

as clerk VABIRTT
OF
TOPICS
DISCUSSED AT
of Mrs. Cook.
THE COUBT HOUSE THUB8DAY.
The auto season is open, and the buzz
wagons begin to defy the wintry blasts.
Not much vu talked bat roads at the
the court
Thur8d>y
Supper and entertainment at Baptist
Prices as house, which was the Oxford County
vestry Thursday evening.
usual.
meeting held under the direction of State
Highway Commissioner Paul D. Sargent.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis S. Doble are to be An
interesting subject is roads, and there
engaged on a farm in New Gloucester was little tendency to digress from strict
this summer.
buiiness on the part of any one present.
Mrs. James Crooker and son Harold County Commissioners Delano and Ham
mond
were in attendance, and road comof Locke's Mills were guests at J. J.
missioners and other town officers and

Id the

Be sure and attend the graduating
exercise* of the Seneca High.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Clark are visiting
relatives in several places in Maesachu*

Mrs.

Watch for the date
Graduation.

The New Yorker.
We will place you near the factory price on these
disc harrows. Sections for all makes Mowers.

HOBBS'

VARIETY

73 Hain Street,

NOTICE..

The subscriber hereby five· notice that she
has been July appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of
PRE Κ LAND B. DAMON, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. AH persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and aU Indebted thereto an requested to

make payment Immediately.
April **h, 1909. HABIUBTT D. DAMON.

-

STORE,

Norway, Maine.
NOTICE.

,7.w

The subscriber hereby give· notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the but
will and testament of
JENNIE ▲. WADS WORTH, late of Hiram.
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed. All persona
having demand· agalnet the estate of said deceased are deslredto present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
1909.
NELLIE M. BIG LEY.
April

2&th,

Men's Oxfords, all styles, in Fat. Colt, Oun
Metal Calf, Vici Kid and Russet Calf, $2,

$2.50, 3, 3.50, 4, 5.

Ladies1 Oxfords and 1 Strap Pumps, all
new styles, all leathers, $1.60,1.75,2,2.50,
$3, 3.50.
Misses' and Children's

vamp Sandals,

W. O.

high,

β

strap, Pat

Frothingham,

South Paris, Maine.

HOLD ON!

Puzzledom.

the true "L. F." Atwood'·
To the safe old reliable
Bitter·—the kind your father and grandfather used for all sickness.
indiNothing like this fifty year old medicine for constipation,
A bottle bought
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks.
dealer·.
today will uve much sickness. 35 ceuts a bottle at your

remedy

—

No. 459.—-Hidden Citlea.
Find a capital of some state In the
Culou hidden In each of the following
sentences: Example—The erst one Is

Lincoln, Me.
'L. P.* Atwood*· Bitter· ba*e been a standard remedy
te ay frasdiaibcr'· and lather'· family (or many year·."
"The

—Miss Elvira E. Gifsok.

Madison.

A LOW PRICE
—

Friday, flay 91st,
ΙΟ Α. X. to 4 P. X.

At Rumford,

Friday, April 14th.

Eyes examined free and

odd patterns and clean warranted

satisfactory.

all Glasses

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

TO OWNEBI OF DOGS.

am

A

new

cream

Lot

giDger

mm

Make a rich vanilla ice cream; when
half frozen fold in a cup or more of

What kinds of
sented?

Tlie coarse sand-like particles in cement are of little value—cost
much as cement, but have practically no more binding power
than Kind. Moral: Buy sand as sand and not as cement
The finer the cement the more sand it binds—
Edisoo
çoes farther, makes cementing cheaper.
Portland Cement is cheapest because

The

for free book.

toy

man's namo
And he fourths what he wishes to say
To the j>eople who live In my whole.
Now, you surely can guess it today.
—St. Nicholas.

No. 464.—Hidden Parts of a Tree.
1 settled that little affair of John's to
every one's sntisfaotlon.
Tbe man's three sons were named
Jethro. Otto and Sambo.
As we crossed the bar Kate grew
pale and sick.
The bear cub ran, chased by crowds
of children.
When puss was teased it wiggled its
tall.

Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

Key to Puzzledom.
March,
No. 451.—Hidden Months.
May, April.
No. 4"»2.—Charades: 1. Wind, lass—
windlass. 2. Car, a, van—caravan.
No. 453.—Carpenter's l'uzzle;

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

GOOD

y

newspaper for buey people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
three times every week.
brings isit to your door
It
published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
most
all
the
contains
and
important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you cau secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
is a

common kind

My flrst Is α j>eiso:i you know very well.
My second Is not far astray;
My third Is the "short" of a famous

good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings, |
Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
running order and doing a good business in general repairing of j

AS

a

1

1

metropolitan
as a daily,

good

AS
A

DAILY

The accompanying diagram shows
how the carpenter's board may be cut
Into two pieces which will fit together
Into the form of a Greek cross.
No.
454.
Geographical Acrostic:
Hamburg, Germany. Cross words—
8.
2. AdrlanoplE.
1. HarrlsburG.
MadagascaR. 4. BelgiuM. 5. UtlcA.
β. RarltaN.
GalwaY.
No. 455.—Easy Beheadings: 1. T-rea2. T-rack. 3. 8-oak. 4. W-elght
son.
3. S-word. 6. D-ice.
No. 456.—Riddle: Plane, plain.
No. 457.—Pictured Word: Ax-cellar-8,
accelerate.
No. 458.—Central Change:
—

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

|

Organs.

s

KE G EL;

IiR Β EL.

Clt Ε SS;

CR A ss.

FA X

AL; FA Τ AL.

BL Κ NO;

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

RL A .\D.

KA 8 KD;

ΚΑ

V ED.

BL Ε SS;

BL

1 68.

SB Β LL:

SHALL.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Foley's Honey and Tar le a safeguard
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to ouy for New Year's present.
against serious results from spring colds,
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and wbioh inflame the lungs and develop
Here is into pneumonia. Avoid counterfeits by
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
initiating upon having the genuine
a good trade in musical instruments.
Foley's Honey and Tar, which containi
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
no harmful drugs.

W. «Γ. Wlieeler,

utli Pari·,

Teacher—Several of your examples in
arithmetic are wrong, Johnny. Why
didn't yon ask your father to help you<
Johnny—'Cause I wasn't looking foi
trouble, that's why.

Maine.

1X1
When in want of

anything

MIND!

WE .SELL

25c. and 50c. a bottle.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders* Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Faints,
Boof Faints,
Our

Faroid

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Linseed

Riggs—Hear about

Mrs. Titewaddi
Told her husband she would kill herseli
if he didn't buy her a new hat.
Jiggs—What did Titewadd do?
Riggs—Got estimates on funerals,
found he could save 12 by buying the
hat and saved her life.

Oil,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Liquid Filler,

Wagon Paints,

painti include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Booflng—The

beet of all

try imitations.

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

[

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows

We have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell
best for automobiles and

Call and

dee

them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries11 the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

milk; cook till smooth; add a quarter of
cup of butter, and when well mixed
stir into the beaten yolks of five eggs;

a

FRENCH

Bake

a

8H0RT-CAEE.

good-sized

sponge-cake

or

Dr. A. F. Thomson communicated to
1U118' "History of Chivalry" the following romantic account of the origin
of the popular name, forgetmenot, of
the favorite little flower myoaotla:
"Two lovera were loitering on the mar
gin of a lake on a fine summer'· evening when the maiden espied some of
the flowers of myosotis growing on the
water close to the bank of an Island
at some distance from the shore. She
expressed a desire to possess them,
when the knight. In the true spirit of
chivalry, plunged Into the water and.
swimming to the spot, cropped the
wished for plant, but hie strength was
unable to fulfill the object of his
achievement, and, feeling that he could
not regain the shore, although very
near It, be threw the flowers upon the
bauk, and, casting a last affectionate

The Wars of
Our Country
V.—French and Indian
War-Part L

▲KB

!

be cried 'Forget me not!' and was buried In the
waters. As the world Insists upon a
reason, this story Is as good as another,
but the worthy knight must bave been
sadly out of bis element not to have
been able to return from a bank on
which bis mistress could discern so

Mass.

of

map

continent

"strip"
in

1749

English

was

held

by the
settlers,

divided into thirteen colonies. All
the rest of North
America was
Washington as mes· claimed
by
sekobr.
France.
In 1749 the English king granted
300,000 acres of land on the south side
of the Ohio river to an association

This Malicious Brute Is the Assassin
of the Jungle.
If the genius of hell used up all his
mental energy making a devil for the
animal kingdom, he conld not have ere
ared a more uncertain, malicious and
ugly brute than the rhinoceros. This
animal has burled more hunters than

of English and Virginia speculators
known as the "Ohio company." This
grant was in the heart of the section
Maimed by France.
To strengthen their hold and to prevent the English from moving westward the French built a chain of forts
all other big game combined. It seems and trading posts from the St. Lawrence to the mouth of the Mississippi,
to be the hi ml assassin of the Jungle.
Us success as a homicide Is not due completely hemming In the thirteen
to the fact that It seeks Its victim, but
bocause Its victim falls over It. If tb#
rhino knows that there is an enemy
about. It will try to get away without
being seen. If, on the other hand. It
thinks that by keeping still it will be
unnoticed. It stays as silent and

colonies on the west Governor Dinwiddle of Virginia resolved to send a
message of protest to the French commander, St. rierre, who was stationed
at Eric, Fa. The choice of a man to

bear this message was one requiring
great care, for the trip Involved the
passed
miles
motionless as Gibraltar, its little bog traversing of several hundred
full of hostile
eves watching the direction of the of trackless wilderness,
savages, In iend of winter and called
noise and Its nose sniffing the air.
and diplomacy as well
Should an enemy show up suddenly for prudence
selected a big,
In the jungle the rhino charges like a as courage. Dinwiddle
twenty·
flash, nose down and horns leveled like rawboned Virginia lad, barely
The boy
η surveyor.
swords for the Stbrust, Its huge bulk one, by trade
It was his
crushing tbrougb the brush like an ex- was George Washington.
the first appearance in history. He made
press train. It Is always a fight to
and brought back
death, for a rhinoceros, once In a fight, the perilous journey
Insolent refusal to cease
Pierre's
St.
It
If
wins
and
It
or
mostly
dies,
wins
the disputed land.
Is not confronted with an express rifle fortifying
A partv of Virginians started to
in the bands of a cool, good shoterect an English fort at the Junction
Hampton's Magazine.
of the Moiiongahela and Allegheny
on the present site of Pittsrivers,
Album.
Time
Old
The
While they were at work on it
burg.
nl
"The terrors of the autograph
a body of French attacked and debum" must have been more general lu
feated thein, took the place and prothe middle of the last century than
the fort on their
em ceeded to complete
had
volume
The
now.
are
they
account, to garrison it with
own
bossed pages of various colors and
Frenchmen and to name it Duquesne
showed alternate literature and artin honor of their commander in chief.
of
ruins
and
verses
drawings
original
at this humiliation, \ irglnia
and bridges heightened with white Smarting
1ΓΛ men and appointed
about
raised
contrlbu
chalk. Girls presented It for
Colonel Joshua Fry their leader, with
lions so universally that Charles Dick
Washington second In command. This
eus was on one occasion much astonHe little force marched forth to recapished to find none forthcoming
A detachment of
lîad actually brought with him eom» ture Fort Duquesne.
French opposed their progressât Great
maid
beautiful
a
to
verses addressed
Meadows May 28. 17Γ.4, but were
en. on whose parouts he was calling,
beaten and their
and he carried them away ngaln
Juinon·
Sending them to her by post he wrote. leader,
killed. This
•'1 had meant to put these lines Into ville,
was
the first
your album, but you. who do nothing
blow of the war.
not
did
produce
else,
like anybody
The Virginians
Standard

one."—London

—r—I

and the handkerohiefs used for
their protection and then lost, but that
her mind has broadened.
Since she
ceased to concentrate it wholly upon
saving her glove, she can use her powers
of observation to some purpose even
during a short ride on the Elevated or
the trolley-car.

FOR VALUE RECEIVED.

"No," snapped the sharp-faced woman
at the door; "I ain't got no food fui
you, an' I ain't got no old clo'es. Now

git!"

"Lady," replied Harvard Hasben, "1
could repay you well. Give me a square
meal and I'll give you a few leesons in
grammar."

each side as it is oooking, for the same
improvement in flavor.

be

persuaded

into

taking anything

bal

and Tar for coughs, coldi
Foley's Honey
trouble. Do not be fooled intc
and

your ivory knife handles with
lang
turpentine to restore their color when accepting "own make" or other substihave
turned
The genuine contains no harmful
and
will
tutes.
they
yellow,
you
be surprised at the result.—Harper's ; drag· and Is In a yellow package. F. A,
Rub

i Basar.

Shurtlaff à Co.

BOW THEY IKON IN KORSA.

»u us western people tn«
uo.v ι ton.
method seems very diilicult and slow
Tliey t:iko η round stick something Ilk<
a rolling pin and fuld the article to bi
Ironed around It. Then they sit tnlloi
fashion on the floor and beat It wltt

ι

clubs tbat look like

right

possession

of

to reclaim and

provided be

It

tenpins.

Legend* of the Lily.
One beautiful belief ubout the lllj
relates that the candidates for the Vlr
(Tin Mary's hand, after having sough
the Lord's blessing, each left his owi

BtalT In the temple In the evening. Thi
next mornlhg the dry rod of Josepl
was found green and blossomed w!tl
Illy flowers.
Another pretty legend Is that Mary
on her way to the temple, plucked ι
lily and upon pressing it to her breas
it became white. "Lily of the Virgin,'
"Madonna flower" and several othe
mystical names were given to the Ulj

and hart reference to this legend.

Portland Division.

FDUT CLAM TABS «Ι.Ου.

TRIIFS
ELIXIR
Good for young and
old. In use 58 years.
Expels all worms.

of the
prove to the satisfaction
postmaster at the office from which It
was sent that he was tbe writer of It
Even after the letter has arrived at
the office which is its destination and
before it has been delivered to the
addressee it may be recalled by the
writer
telegraph through tbe mailran

a·

•TAT1BOOKI fl.OU.

Steamships

"Governor Din^ley" 0r
•Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf
'ortland, week day· only at7 p.
or

Boston.

Returning
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
lays only, at 7 p.m., (or Portland.

Through tickets
ailroad stations.
Freight rates

by
ing office.

FOB

Wanted.f

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

At my farm in Paris, on road leading from South Paris to East Oxford,
ι

Cream

Empire

Separator,

ι

farm

High Grade

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

in Crayon, Water color,

Optioian.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

mOxford County.
NORWAY, MAINE.

on

Paris,

Maine.

You are protected

by the millers
this flour.

when you

use

perfect system in milling is a guarof its absolute cleanliness, wholeA
η quality.
some goodness and uniform
ivince
A baking or two will convince
jive
you that no other could give
Their

antee

Rheumatism.
Painful in its mildest form, quickly

entire satisfaction
an agony or torture if neg- you
1 cted. When you feel the first pain
in the muscles, the first slight stiff-

becoming

It

take Bloodine.

joints

the Blood and

on

Nerves, and will positively
Rheumatism, however severe.

cure

PBOOF.

8ΠΑΜΟΚΙΝ. PA., Sept. 14, '03.
I wish to thank yon for the good
Gentlemen
I have suffered
that "Bloodine" has «tone me.
with Rheumatism and Kidney trouble for years,
and have tried a treat many remedies, with little
or no results until I wu advised by Dr. L. Wolverton to try your Bloodine.
Well, In tnree days I was able to work, and
can truthfully say that "Bloodine" U tbe greatI cm recommend
est remedy I ever beard of.
It to all suflerers.
JOSEPH KRAMER

Rheumatism is caused by uric acid in
the blood.
Cast this acid out of the body and you
are at once cured.
FHEE.

Mrs. A. C. Taintor, Colchester, Conn.,
writes that a free sample bottle of Bloodine helped her when she was ill run
Bloodine is a body builder and
system tonic of wonderful merit, and if
you bavo not tried it, you should to-day.

[down.

system

The greatest
world.

Sick kidneys
Bloodine.

are

Tonic

in

WilliamTell

Flour
/[
ΜΓ

Bl
ANSTED ft BURK
COMPANY. MiBcn,
Okie
Sp.
Sprinfficld,

Sale,
For Sale

•

Your Grocer**

at
ai

Ν. D. Bolster & Co.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

No. 905 N. Shamokln St.

FHEE.

the

positively cured by

FREE—To prove the wonderful merits of
we will mall a large sample bottle
to anyone sending 10 cents In silver or
stamps for postage. Address, The Bloodine
Company, Boston, Mass.
Bloodine

NOTICE.

In the District Court of (be United State· for tbe
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

)
EDWARD C. BEAN',
} In Bankruptcy,
of Hebron, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Edward C. Bean, In the
County of Oxford and dlatrict aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 10th day of
April, A. D. 1909, tbe said Edward C. Bean
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of bis creditors will be held at tbe office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, 8outh Paris,
on tbe 28tli day of April, A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine tbe bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, April 10,1909
WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee In Bankrupts ν.
In tbe matter of

)

J

In

)
[in Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. CLARENCE Hale, Judge of the Die
In the matter of
SILAS A.STEARNS,

trtct Court of the United suites for the District
of Maine :
A. STEARNS, of Stonebam, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that on
tho 13tti day of February, last past, he was duly
of Congress readjudged bankrupt under theheActa
has duly surrenlating to Bankruptcy; that
dered all his property and rights of pro|>erty,
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may l>e decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as arc excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this l»th day of April, A. D. 1909.
SILAS A. STEARNS, Bankrupt.

SILAS

NOTICK THEREOX.

ORREB OF

District ok Maine, as.
On this 10th day of April, A. D. 1900, on read
lng the foregoing petition, It is
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing Ixs bad
of April, A. D.
upon the same on the sot h day
lix/j, before said Court at Portland, In said Disand that no
In
the
forenoon;
o'clock
trict, at 10
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
and
In
said
District,
a
crat,
newspaper printed
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said i>ctltloner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to thetn at their places of residence ac
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the i*eal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 10th day of April, A. D.
1900.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Β

granted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, : 4
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known re!
Itors copies of said petition and thlsordt. :. .ν!·
tressed to them at tnclr places of resides e ai
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, .u. :«
af the said Court, and the seal thereof, at l'.,rt
land, In said District, on the loth day of April,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk
[L. a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereor..
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

Bankrupt's

MELL FROST, Bankrupt.
NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 17th day of April, A. D. 1909, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
D.
upon the same on the 7th day of May, A.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnoand
that
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ;
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said Dlatrict, ami
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressedto them at their places of residence as
ORDER OF

Witness the Hon. Clark*ce Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the l"th day of April,
A. D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
CHARLES F. DURELL, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the taw directs. All persons having
demands against tbe estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Match 16th, 1909.

requested

to make pay-

CHARLES P. DURELL.

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM

,
IClctiMca
tad bnntiflss the hair.

■ Promote*
—

s

luxuriant growth.
Bestor· Q ray

1

Bankrupt.

Discharge.

}) In

Bankrupt·/·

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tfc' !".·
trict Court of the United SUtes for the DMrl t
of Maine:
TOSEPH
BOIVIN, of Rum fori. In tie
J County of Oxford, and 8tate of Sl.ilne,
In said District, respectfully represent*, mat
the 23rd day of May, last past, he wa»
on
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the A t- f
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that m m
duly surrendered all his property and rlgr.tproperty, and has fully compiled with a
requirements of said Acta and of the order* of
Court touching bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be le·
creed by the Court to have a full discharge ir..m
all debts provable against his estate under -Ί t
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as ari i·
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 12th day of April, A. D. 1909.
JOSEPH BOIVIN, Bankr 1t
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREOF.

District ok Maine, es.
On this 17tb day of April, A. D. 1909, on r< tIng tho foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing Ih. 11
I>.
upon the same on the 7th day of May, Λ.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In saM l >:·
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ant f t
notice thereof lie published In the Oxford ι
1
ocrat, a newspaper printed in said District.
that all known creditors, ami other person in
»·
and
ρ e,
Interest, may appear at the said time
ami show caus«, if any thev have, why the pr ·■.
er of said petitioner should not be granted
And It Is further ordered by the Court, 1 »t
the Clerk shall send by mall to all krnwn <·η
Itors copies of said petition and this order «I
ilressed to them at their places of resilience j.i
stated.
Witness the Hon. clarence IIale, .) >e
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I rt
land, In said District, on the 17th day of Λ; ;'■·.
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk
[L. S ]
A true copy of petition ami order thereon
Attest.-JAMES E. HEWEY, Cletk
8ΤΛΤΕ

MAINE.

OF

COUNTY OF OXFORD, SS.:

To the honorable Justice of the Supreme .' it
ctal Court next to be held at Rum fori, wtt.
In and for said county, on the second Tue» lay
of May, A. D. 1909:
rill
Frederick SlaucnwMte of Bethel, In
county, husband of Rosa M. Mauenwhlte. r··
•irspectfully represents, that be was lawfully tie
rled to the said Rosa M„ at Mallon Bay, In
Province of Nova Scotia, on the flrst day f
of the <>·>·
September, A. D. 1899, by a Minister
l
pel; that they lived together as husband an
wife at NorthUcId, In the county of I.uneni .rt
mmd-is
and said Province for a period of three
'·»
at the end of which time the said Itosa M
said wife, deserted h I in without cause anl l· t
htm and went to parts unknown to him -t the
at
time; and respectfully represents and avers t!that
he has never sren or nc.tnl from her since 1
In
time tho he has made diligent search an
'ui
qulry; that he conducted himself as a fait:, 1m
and affectionate husband until she deserte
« w
his
to
marriage
and has since been faithful
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may be

STATE OF MAINE.

April β, liw
Then
appeared the above named
Frederick Slauenwhlte and made oath to the
truth of the above libel by him signed and e«p«elally to that part of said libel In which ho avr«
that the residence of his said wife Is unknown to
1
him and that ho has made diligent search an
Inquiry In order to ascertain the same.
Before me,
II. H. HASTINGS, Justice of the Peace.

Bankruptcy.

of Maine:
ELL FROST, of Mexico, In the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In sal'l District, respectfully represents that
on
the 26th nay of April, 1908, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully compiled with all tbe
requirements of said Acts and of the ortlers of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by tbe Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against bis estate under said
Bankruptcy Acts, exoept such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 18th day of April, A. D. 1909.

Petition for

In the matter of
JOSEPH BOIVIN,

Bethel, Maine, April β, 1909.
FREDRICK SLAUENWHITK

OXFORD,

Sft.

personally

M

are

Bankrupt^.

decreed.

Bankrupt. J
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of tbe United States for the District

all Indebted thereto
ment Immediate!
lately.

In

DISTRICT OF MAINE, 88.
On this 10th day of April, Α. I). 1 ·, on
reading the foregoing petition, It la—
:.al
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing
\ D.
upon the eame on the 3oth day of April.
I
1)1*
In
an.
at
said
Court
Portland,
before
190a,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: *r tfcit
notice thereof be published In The <>jforl
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said DMrlrt,
and that all known creditors, and other ρ<τ·οει
In interest, may appear at the said tin.·· anl
lace, and show cause. If any they have, why
U
said petitioner should
ic prayer of

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of
M ELL FROST,

}

adjudged

|

Paris

EXPOSURE BRINQS ON

in the

)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Di··
trlct Court of the United .States for the 1'tatrlct
of Maine :
a. bisbee, of Dixûeid. ο tu
County of Oxford. and Slate of Maint.
In said District, respectfully represents, ti.at oc
the 18th (lay of April, 190», he war· iuly
bankrupt, under the Acu of C> r.fnu
relating io Bankruptcy; that he has duly tor
rendered all hie property ami rlghte of it ;ertjr
and has fully compiled with all the requlrt i.«nti
of said Acts and of the orders of Court
iohlng
bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne prays, that he may be d· r*e.|
ai.
by the Court to have a full discharge fr
debts provable against his esute uu 1er saM
bankruptcy Act·, except such debts u» are ex
cepted oy law from such discharge
Dated tola 8th day of April, A. D. 190·.».
ORLANDO A. BISBEK, Bankrupt.

good repair,

DR. 0ΠΑ8. L. ALDRICH,

immediately

Discharge.

for

Orlando

House I
acres good tillage land.
be bought with or without land.
Post office, store, churches and school
all within 5 minutes walk. Apply to

ness

Bankrupt's Petition

the matter of
ORLANDO A. B18RER,

In

Bankrupt. )

can

acts

SOUTH PARIS.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEBHOV

FOR SALE.

16-17

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

grocers sell these.
Eat Quaker Oats daily for breakfast,
it .strengthens you for the day's work.

twenty

Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

you were required to live for
certain length of time on only one
Which would you
article of food.
choose?
There is one food that stands without
a rival for such a test.
Quaker Oats is
that one. It furnishes more strength
with least wear and tear on the digestive
organs than any other food. You'll feel

Suppose

a

Ten room honse in

Mouldings ^

&

wagon, carts and rack complete.
MAUD G. GOWELL.
15-17

What would you take?

The James T. Clark stand

AND
SAL·— HOUDONS
SILVER
both brte·it of Iwar» u,

Picture Frames

For Sale.

ter
tions under which Its servants may
citizen, but It
carry a messape for the
him.
cannot shirk Its responsibility to
—Washington Star.

Hill.

Me.

strains, eggs II.OO per 15. Mr». A. F. ai>»
taring Valleyroultry Farm, West Pari», Mait*
t. r. υ. ι, Boxao.
ie.il

prescribe regula-

well and strong at the end of the time.
Xry it Don't stop eating other things,
but eat more Quaker Oats and you'll
notice the gain in strength.
The regular size package of Quaker
Oats sells at 10c, the large family size
packages cost 25c, and the family size
package containing a piece of beautiful
All
china for the table costs 30c.

low as other lines.

Portland,

60
•00

ng

master la responsible for bis error If
he delivers the letter to an Impostor
or to an unauthorized person.
The vital principle in our political
matsystem lies at the bottom of this
In this country tbe stute Is the
ter.
not his
servant or agent of the citizen,
It remains merely bis agent
master.
tbe transmission of a letTbe state may

principal

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,

A situation as an experienced nurse.
Townsend, Oxford,
to Mrs. A.
Write
master at the office of mailing to asR. P. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
Maine,
to
desires
who
tbe
certain that
person
New England 12-4, Oxford and
withdraw tbe letter Is really tbe one Burns,
13tf
the
post- Otlefleld 14, Oxford.
who la entitled to do so, and

throughout

as

sale at

on

Ipangled Hamburg*,

Tbe regulations of tbe postoffice department require, of course, that utThat most care shall be taken by tbe post-

perhaps a million
in number, and

THE RHINOCEROS.

Beer Drinkers and others who suffer
When baking cookies or any small
cakes invert the pan and place the cakes with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back
If yoa have backache and urinary
on the bottom.
They are not so likely Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
troubles you should take Foley's Kidney
oan be cured if they will take Bloodine
to soorch and far easier removed.
and
build
the
to
strengthen
up
Remedy
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 25c. a box,
t
will
act
as
so
No
amonut
of
care
the
can
todthey
properly,
kidneys
keep
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Bosserious kidney trouble may develop. F, dlers from getting bumped beads someton, Mask.
A. Shurtleff A Co.
times; a little lard or sweet-oil applied
"How does a man qualify for the
to the bump at onoe will keep down the
Ananias dab?"
and prevent discoloration.
Mr. Saphead—"Willie, is your sistei swelling
"He just signs a statement that he
The flavor of ham can be very greatly
busy?"
never told a lie and feels certain that he
Willie—"She seems to be. She ii improved by adding a tablespoonful of is able to live
op to the reoord."
standing in front of the mirror "saying sugar when boiling. Also when frying a
slice of ham sprinkle a little sugar on
'Mr. Saphead, this is so sadden.'
We often wonder how any person can
Are yon tortured to death dally witb
Eczema? why suffer when Bloodine
Ointment will give yon instant relief and
permanently cure you. 60c. a box mail·
ed by The Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston,

a

North America.
Trace along It a
narrow thousand
mile strip along
the Atlantic coast
from
southward
Maine. Compare
this in site with
the rest of the

under the Impres-

are

sion that a letter once mailed Is no
longer tbe property of tbo sender, bat
belongs to tbe person to whom It Is
addressed. This Is an error. Dnder
tbe postal regulations of tbe United
8tntes and tbe rulings of -tbe highest
courts In the land, a letter does not
belong to the addressee until It Is deTbe writer has a

I

gloves

to th· Addreeeee.

Mad; persons

[astern Steamship Company,

For
habitual constipation, nothing like

Owned by the 8ender Until Delivered

regaiu

ladylove,

look upon bis

MAILED LETTERS.

livered to him.

By Albert Paytc· Teduaa

were
continuing
food in a round pan; when cool,
People past middle life usually have their march when
but not cold, cut a circle in the upper
that
disorder
Colonel Fry died.
crust as large as a saucer and gently lift some kidoey or bladder
Is
naturally
The British govit without breaking the cake; remove sape the vitality, which
lower
in
old
Foley's Kidney ern ui e η t now
age.
the inside cake crumb, leaving a shell;
stimucorrects
urinary troubles,
fill with sugared fruit, put on the top Remedy
active
an
took
and cover with soft boiled icing or sifted lates the kidneys, and restores strength hand In the war.
troubles
acid
uric
and
cures
It
vigor.
Bugar; cut into wedges in serving. The
by strengthening the kidneys so they General Edward
crumb will make puddings.
with
will etrain out the uric acid that settles Braddock,
8AUCE TART ARE IN INDIVIDUAL MOULDS. in the muscles and joints causing rheu- several reglmeuts
Make a cup or more of mayonnaise, matism. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
of "regulars," was
and add minced onion, capers and parsto
across
sent
FATAL
QUESTIONING.
ley; also a little green coloring if desirAmerica to take
Judge—Have you been arrested before?
ed; dissolve a level tablespoonful of
eupreme com
Prisoner—No, sir.
gelatine in a little cold water and put
over steam; add drop by drop as you
Judge—Have you been in this court maud.
deatii of braddock.
Braddock could
beat the sauce. Put into a pan in a shal- before?
to take a serious
made
be
a
sir.
with
Bcarcely
out
cold
cut
low layer, and when
Prisoner—No,
view of the situation. What could a
Judge—Are you certain?
tiny cutter into stars or hearts; serve on
Prisoner—I am, sir.
few bands of savages and a few hunparsley on a cold dish. Or put into a
Judge—Your face looks decidedly dred French emigrants do, he asked
cop; when stiff turn out and slice sidefamiliar. Where bave I seen it before?
wise and cut into squares or circles.
scornfullv, to check the triumphant
Prisoner—I'm the bartender in the
march of his British majesty's regular
SPINACH IN MOULDS.
saloon across the way, sir.
troops? Washington and others tried
Put the spinach through the meatDrop by drop the* offensive discharge to polut out to him the dangers that
chopper twice; season well, and wet
with cream. Put half a hard-boiled caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the lurked In the forests of Pennsylvania
egg, the yolk down, into a small cup, back of the nose into the throat, setting and the difficulty of dislodging the
till with the spinach, and press well. up an inflammation that is likely to French and Indians from their chain
The most
Serve cold, in moulds, on lettuce. Or mean Chronic Bronchitis.
of forts. But he snubbed the "provinheat the cups in boiling water and serve satisfactory remedy for Catarrh is Ely's
scorned their advice aud In
cials,"
follows
that
the
relief
and
Cream
turned out in hot moulds.
Balm,
with a body of 1,000 men
even the first application cannot be told 1755 sel out
WITH
YELLOW
SAUCE.
WHOLE EGGS
the alin words. Don't suffer a day longer to capture Fort Duquesne from
Make a cup of rich white sauce and from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. lied forces.
add the beaten yolks of two eggs; season Cream Balm is sold by all druggists for
Though the forest swarmed with Inhighly, and, if you choose, add a few 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 War- dians. Braddock used uo caution and
capers. Boil some eggs four minutes, ren Street, New York.
would not eveu send out scouts. With
peel them, and lay one on a round of
blaring aud with no attempt
trumpets
so
run
car
do
sauce
of
a
add
siowiy
"Why
you
your
spoonful
yellow
toast;
at secrecy, he marched on toward Duthese days?"
and serve immediately.
"With everybody carrying home quesne and—death. Early in July he
WAFFLES WITH SCRAPED MAPLE SUGAR
garden tools, you can't run over a man liad arrived in the near vicinity of the
AND DOUBLE CREAM.
without risking a puncture."
fort. Washington begged him to take
Bake some rich, short waffles; cut
rreat precautions in his advance, but
Ν.
G.
Mr.
P.
Y.,
Fritte,
Oneonta,
them into quarters and spread quickly
Braddock refused to listen. Suddenly
with writes: "My little girl was greatly benewith very thick cream; cover
on the morning of July 9, as they were
Orino
fitted
Laxative,
Foley's
by
taking
scraped maple sugar and serve at once. and I think it is the beet
remedy for con- but ten miles from their goal, the rocks
SEA-FOAM CANDY.
stipation and liver trouble." Foley's find trees on either side of the hill the
Boll together two generous cups of Orino Laxative is best for women and little army was climbing burst Into a
light brown sugar and a teacupful of children, as it is mild, pleasant and ef- L-ycloue of rltle shot and whizzing arwater until a little dropped into cold fective, and is a splendid spring medi- rows. Braddock had blundered straight
water can be molded with the fingers. It cine, as it cleanses the system and clears
Into a cleverly arranged French and
should be less brittle than for taffy, bni the complexion. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Indian ambush.
not quite as soft as for fudge. Have the
Mrs. Knlcker—"Have
Braddock saw one of his grenadiers,
yon started
white of an egg beaten to a stiff froth,
named Faucett skulking behind a rock.
and pour tbe hot syrup slowly into this, your child's education yet?"
are
we
Mrs. Bocker—"Yes,
having In fury at such cowardice, Braddock
beating all the time and as rapidly as him
taught how to play by a course in a drove his sword Into the skulker's
While doing this add vanilla
possible.
school."
flavoring to taste. Whon beaten very correspondence
Faucett'e brother, who stood
back.
light drop the candy from the tip of the
dark brown taste in near, snatched up a musket and morhave
that
Do
you
spoon In small heaps on waxed paper.—
your mouth every morning when you tally wounded the foolish general.
Harper's Bazar.
awake? If so you are bilious and should Shot by one of his own soldiers. Bradtake two or three of those little Bloodine dock fell. Washington took command
Hints.
Liver Pills, easy to take, never sicken, and
by consummate skill averted a
A new penholder that is considered
weaken or gripe, 25c. mailed by The
bloody massacre.
smart is made from the large quills to
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
be foand at the milliners' shops.
Any
Korean Girl· Ironing.
"Your son," said the school teacher,
jeweler will fit one with the gold or'silver tip, the
real pen holder. A. long "is very backward in his studies."
During the recent war between Rue
black quill stuck into the wiper on an
"That's fanny," mused the father. "At sla and Japan, which was begun by
ebony desk is quite effective, and the home, in conversation with me, be seemi both countries trying to get possesslor
light blue, pink and white with silver to know it all."
of the little country of Korea, yot
mountings are charming for bedrooms.
the Koreans
the spring every one would be heard a great deal about
During
One's evening gloves are very often
benefitted by taking Foley's Kidney The Illustration shows you the way
of
ruined by holding up a long skirt
Remedy. It furniehes a needed tonic tc I—2C
dark color. Even silk will crock them
the kidneys after the extra strain of win·
The
white
Cantonbadly.
inexpensive
and it purifies the blood by stimuflannel gloves with gauntlets, so much ter,
the kidneys, and causing them tc
used for housework and gardening, are lating
eliminate the impurities from it. Fojust the thing to wear over the eveniag ley's Kidney Remedy imparts new life
gloves. They easily slip on and off, ana and vigor. Pleasant to take. F. A.
allow one to grasp a carriage door, oar
Shurtleff & Co.

angel's

When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment
has cured so many cases of Rheumatism, rail, or baluster with comfort.
One
why do you suffer with this terri bit girl who has used them insists that not
It
all
affliction?
relieves
pain instantly, only has she made a great saving in

in onr lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

PUDDING.

Mix half a cup of sugar and half a cup
wisest of wise of
flour; wet with a quarter of a cup of
cold milk, and pour into a pint of boiling

No. 463.—Charade.

Valves and

ALMOST

acid of

SPONGE

and

add the stiff whites last; flavor and bake
No. 462.—Author's Puzzle.
[An uuthor and two lines of his fa- in buttered cups set in a pan of water in
Serve with a sauce.
a very hot oven.
mous poem. J
PISTACHE CHABLOTTE BUSSE.
My 1 2 4 8 3 |e the name of a famous Bible character.
My 6 6 7 Is an
Beat stiff a pint of cream; flavor with
oft repeated question as to method. a little pistache and color a very pale
My 13 12 0 10 is to be found around green with vegetable color and sweeten
the bouse.
My 11 15 14 Is used in to taste with powdered sugar; if the
cream does dot seem very stiff, dissolve
muking this puzzle.
a level tablespoonful of gelatine in cold
Be not discouraged if It is not easy
water till smooth; melt over steam, and
to solve. Ever so many find the hum- add
drop by drop as you beat. Line a
And there's no tin mould with halved
ble task impossible.
lady-fingers and
need of hurry. No one can hope for put in the cream; when stiff, sprinkle
else
like
the
first place, but,
everything
top all over with chopped pistache
done In the borne, patience is required. nuts or almonds.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.
plumbing.

were

now

mind.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

machine work and

every

And eighth a number ball players c&U to

South Paris, Maine.

All in

an

be

must

you

men;
Seventh Is

A,W. Walker it Son,

A

fifth

then;
Sixth of the east

10 per cent Finer than the Next Best
Especially adapted for factory buildings, garages»
Sold

candy

are

fruits,
drained; raisins,
chopped
candied orange peel, a little ginger, pineor anything preferred; or use half
here repre- apple,
Flavor highly;
nuts and half fruit.
freeze and pack In a melon mould; serve

with whipped cream.
No. 461.—Double Acrostic.
VEAL ΟΥ8ΤΕΒ8.
Tbe initials and finals of tbe words
Have a slice of cutlet cut thin; cut
described in tbe following lines form
this into obloDg pieces like large oysters;
two other words which suggest cake
dip each in sifted crnmbs, in half-beaten
and mince pies:
egg yolks and crumbs agaio, and dry
The first Is governed by King Edward's
well; fry two at a time in deep fat in a
hand;
and drain on paper in tbe oven;The next deacribea his far obeyed com- basket
serve on a napkin with slices of lemon
mand:
The third Is hard for fighting men to be; and parsley, to represent oysters.
Fourth Is a shellfish, floater on the sea;

as

us

SALAD.

FROZEN PUDDING.

EDISON
Portland Cement

send direct to

serve

POP-OVEBS, CBEAM, AND NUTS.

diiferent from all other cement, because it is the finest
ground and therefore the most economical

or

and

also.

Bake the pop-overs till the crust is
thick and stiff, so they will not fall;
cool, open tkem at one side and fill with
whipped cream and chopped nuts, sweetened to taste, or with boiled custard,
thickened with corn starch. Serve very
cold.

THIS WORD on a bag with the word
"Portland" and with this trade-mark
to guarantee it, means that the cement is

Ask the dealer why

Forgatmanot

this with the bits of

Stone large red or white California
cherries, and lay on lettuce; jast before
serving pour French dressing over all.
Or put a hazel nut in each cherry in place
of the stone, before laying on lettuce.

18-17

etc.

you prefer.

CHEBBY

WANTED.

sidewalks,

Bub to a cream two level tablespoonfuls of batter; add two of floor, and
gradually add a cap of bot milk; oook
eight minâtes in tbe double boiler, stirring constantly. Beat stiff tbe yolks of
four eggs, add two tablespoons of sugar,
stir in tbe milk, and let it beoome
smooth; then cool. Half an hour before dinner fold in the stiff whites of the
eggs and bake in a moderate oyen In a
buttered dish for half an hour; have

How th· Myoaotla Cam# to Be Called

with tbe juice and chopped ginger from
half a email jar. Or fold the juice into

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
Call and see this line. JobCapable, neat girl for general goods.
No
attended to.
bing
promptly
to
the
Good wages
housework.
team.
for
charge
right person. Address
MRS. HOMER N. CHASE,
Xju AC. Ijongley,
24 Madison St., Auburn, Me. Vorway,
Maine.

PFMF1MT
νΓιΙΥΙΕιΙι 1

SOUFFLE.

CUSTARD

A FLOWER LEOEND.

~

COTTAGE PUDDING WITH GUIGEB.
minute a blossom, unless. Indeed, we
Make an ordinary cottage pudding, suppose him to have been clad In
but steam instead of baking it, using a armor, which was η habiliment 111
covered mould; turn out and serve
adapted for a lover by land or water."

«

MAINE,

Recipes.

lady-fingers

AU person# having doge liable to be taxed In
the year l!W9 In the town of I'aiie anil wiih to
retain the number they had In the year 1908,
uiuet call and have eue h dog·* taxed Immediately,
as I ehall retain no number* after May let. The
law dhtlnrtly states that all dogs must be
1
licensed by April 1st·
W J. WHEKLER, Clerk Of Parts.
Utf

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

Tenney,

Will be at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Carpets

Wool
to close out

ON

thought "Nix,"
English, "no fee

Ooullst,

—

Oomnaondoe· ο· topie· of taMmt to Um taMllM
UtoficUed. Addnt·: Editor ΗΟΜΒΧΧΚΜ»'
CoLumt, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pari·, Me.

mad at the very
be remarked In slangy
from me." Ton, Lena,
what do you say to this? Would you
peek through a door and see a boy
spin on one toe? Jack led his daughter and Mrs. Jack their son. In the ready a foamy sauce, and serre at onoe.
field there are daisies down by the This may be baked In separate monlds
spring. Take Jeff and Frank and Dick in less time—about fifteen minutes.
Two men, Leigh
down to the fort
COFFEE CHABLOTTE.
and Day, bad their bands raw from
Put half a cup of ground coffee on the
said
rowing. "Ram it into tbe sack,"
fire with two and a half cups of hot
be to the men. "Rock the baby just water and boll for five minutes; soak
The city half a box of gelatine in a cup of oold
a little bit." said mother.
is near Lake Erie, and they have both water and when soft put in the hot
fresh and salt water. "Mond" is from coffee; sweeten to taste and strain; oool,
and when it begins to set fold In a cup
the German—a language fine and rich.
of cream whipped stiff, and beat all with
—Youth's Companion.
an egg beater for five minutes; put into
a mould and set on Ice; line tbe mould
No. 460.—Candy Puzzle.
If
with

I, your son,

Dr. Austin

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

The Land of

(hkal)

Wads worth, Howland & Co.
BAY

STATE

Liquid Paint.
MADE IN NOW ENGLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENGLAND.
For Sale

by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Paris.

Sample Card* Free.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Trade
DmaN·
Copyright· Ac.
mai

....

Anyone (ending
quickly ascertain

may
description
whether an

a sketch and
our opinion free

•ent free, oidwt «eency for eceoriBr^atenu.
Patente Ukcn through Mutm A Co. reoelre
ipteiai notitt, without charge. In the

Scientific Hmerkan.

AhandiomelyIllustrated weekly. Iwmtdt·
eolation of any «dentine Journal. Terme. Ma
year; four montb·, f L Hold by all newsdealer*.

taftsrslsft1

State ok Maine.

OzFoau, an :
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation, t
April 9, A. D. 1ί·«.
Upon tiik Foregoing Libel, OBDKIiKI».I

Countv

of

the ω!
That the Libelant give notice to
<>ur
Llbellee, to appear before the Justice of
Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Kum
Oxford,
of
the
for
County
for<l, within and
on the second Tuesday of May, A. I). l>o. l>y
thl·
publishing an attested copy of said Ibel, ai»!
order thereon, three weeks successively In the
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In l'srl».
In our County of Oxford, the last publication ω
be 14 days at leant prior to said second Tue»·!»)·
I»
of May, 1909, that she may there an 1 then
snr
our said Court appear and show cause, If
shouM
Libelant
said
of
she have, why the prayer
not be granted.
UEO. Ε. HIKt>.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attcat: CHAULES F. WHITMAN*, Clerk
W·'·
H. II. Hastings, Atty. for Llbt.

NORTH AMERICAN
ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO,
*17 Laftallc St., Chicago, Ι11Ι··Ι*.
Assets Dec.

Mortage Loam

SI, ΙΜβ.

Unilateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds
Cash In Office and Bank

I ΙΙΐ.οΜί·
Ml,WW
77,β· ·}
M,1J4 w
V** ·υ

Agents'Balances,
Interest

and Bents

Gross Assets
Deduct items not

Admitted Asset·,

Liabilities Dec.

Set

|~βΐ.-ϊβ:Μ
7,5'·^ ""

admitted

Unpaid losses,

Unearned Preroluuis
Allother Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplus orer all Liabilities

31,190H.

· 623 wN*'
·

f'JSJS

1Ι4

ΐ5ί Ta
sibw'W
'■*" »»'

J?

Φ rtNft»*·
Liabilities and Surplus,
Β. A. CUBTIS, A «fut.
M sine.
Itumfonl,
DO YOU WAST TO GO TO COLLEGE? If
Excellent territory throughout New ''•DÎIVD,
We have already pnt hunso we can help you.
Terms rU1»·
sellers.
Our
easy
policies
dred· thro (fh col Hi(το by mean· of our plaa. open.
Write to-day lor full Information regarding our
MOBTH
offer of a free scholarship In any school or colManager, Eastern Department,
lect. Address, Robert J. Sherlock, W41 Eut
16 Liberty Street, New York City.
Sa
New York
Total

EAsVcRn'AuÎmPÎÎ'cÔmPASÏ,

Street,

City.

